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Student· Trustee Donaghue Re,signs 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trustees is the major decision- Matt and countless residents 
By making body for Bridgewater on campus feel that this was a 
Timothy Driscoll State College .. The Student T-rus- major accomplishment for stu-
Managing Editor tee , the only elected seat, is dents. He alluded to how the sys-
aff orded the same voting privi- tern can work once an issue is set 
Matthew Peter Donaghue has leges as the other members who in the right direction. 
resigned as Student Trustee are appointed by the Governor "My beef was with the policy 
from the Board of Trustees of of the Commonwealth of Mas- and with the administration 
Bridgewater State College in an sassachusetts. The Student Trus- which interpreted the policy any-
effort to strengthen his academic tee, therefore, wields significant way they wanted. They [the 
standing this semester. In an power in the development of administration] have got a very 
emotional speech to the S.G.A. College policy. tough job, particu!arly with 
Senate last Tuesday evening, the In an interview conducted on nearly 600 freshmen and sopho-
c o ns c ie n ti o us Donaghue January 31, I asked Matt about mores living away from home 
reflected upon his productive his involvement on the most for the first time up at the Hill. I 
seven month experience on the powerful board on this campus. know what its like, I lived there. 
Board. "I knew I wanted the position It must be awfully hard for them 
"It is a difficult position for because I had been frustrated by to manage. 1 understand that. 
one person to be the eyes and the S.G.A. and the entire expe- But we're all adults here ... de-
ears of the campus for ten others rience of it because it seemed to serving of some basic constitu-
[trustees] who are on cal)1pus me that it involved more coping Trustee Donaghue tiona1 rights-due process of the 
J only once or twice a month. with personalities than with Jaw. We got the changes that we 
~.~~-~~~~1~-~~~~re•-~i~··~~·~· ~Q~*b~0~n~11~e~~~r~s••ppa~•~•~~~e~mac~t~d~d~tt~y··1g~~t~nnn~s~r~··~hist~rt~ lookedfo~1·rnnot~1tirciysatis· 
set of is.sues for the student [trus- knew that the position of Trustee ''I had heard about ·students tied with it as is, but I think there 
tee] to deal with, not because could get real, tangible things getting thrown out of dorms will be some minor revisions 
there should be, but just because done. Maybe not in a hurry, but "before ·a hearing or getting down the road ... Overall,J think 
there are. you can always get the ball thrown out only hours after a the administration did a co~-
What it comes down to is this. rolling." hearing ... That had to stop. We mendable job in revising the 
Student advocacy is not a solo Matt did a tremendous knew something was wrong .. policy." 
performed by one person wip-1 a amount of work with this idea in There were a few people on the Donaghue has also addressed 
title. It takes many people. As a mind and the record shows that S.G .A. who worked on it a little the malign parking situation 
solCJ act, I might be hard t6 fol- he indeed got some tangible bit last year, but there was little here on campus and offered 
low, but what fol.lows~ whoever results. He points to his advo· we could do. We tried to sit some thoughtful suggestions to 
fills the vacancy, shouldn't be a cacy for the due process rights of down with the administration· remedy the situation. 
solo. There is strength in students, a cornerstone of his and say 'hey,look, you're. not "At the November Board 
numbers." · campaign, as one of the more doing this right.' For all intentS . meeting I introduced a motion, 
The ele;ven member Board of important "tangible results" of and purposes, B.S.C. is home f•u which was supported by the full 
these students who don't have board,. .. to invite State Trans-
Drastic Cuts? another place to go. You can't portation Secretary Salvucci just toss them out on an hours and D.P.W. Commissioner Tier· 
notice, a days notice, whatever." ney down to Bridgewater to see 
By 
The Financial Aid Office 
Matt, with the assistance of a the traffic problems [first.:.hand]. 
few other competent individuals, I thif\k that is the way to do it . 
set to work behind the scenes to You've got to lead the people 
attendance budgets. The current resolve the problem. They that are in a position to some- · 
cost of attendance budget for brought the issue to the Board of thing down to where the prob-
dependent commuters at B.S.C. Trustees and, after a lot of kg- lem is." 
is $4420. Other proposals work, presented a statute that As of yet, not much has been 
indude implementing more res- was already on the boQks con- done but Donaghue intends to 
trictive guidelines for students cerning a seven day notice sus· make sure his motion is followed 
wishing to apply for financial aid l pension policy. through. He feels that a parking 
as independent students, and "The Board voted to put the garage is a more than feasible 
establishing a $30,000 adjusted sev.en day notice policy into measure that will be able tO alle-
gross income cut off for G.S.L. affect and ordered the adminis- viate the growing problem. Con-
(H .E. L.P.) loans.~ tration to sit down with the · cerned with the future of RS.C., 
·Such guidelines woµld auto- S.G.A., the Residence Hall peo- he boldly stated "Let's think big 
matically eliminate many middle ple, and the Student Union instead of always thinking 'well, 
income students from larger Board of Governors to .review let's put a bandaid on it and the 
families who currently qualify. and revise a policy that was wor- cut will go away." 
The current formula used to kable in the 1980's." Matt feels confident that good 
things are coming in the future 
with regards to the Board of 
I'rustees. "A lot of ground has 
heen broken. The political tide is 
:hanging ... There is less of a 
,truggle between Dukakis and 
King appointees ... I think you're 
. oing to find a very progressive 
1oard that will take an aggres-
. ;ve role on the state level in get-
ing things for this college that it 
1~eds." . 
When asked about his rela-
i.onship with College Adminis-
rators, he deftly handled the 
loaded question, "I don't think 
reople in the Administration 
agree with me all the time, but I 
do think they respect me because 
I stick to my guns, and that is 
what the next Trustee has to do." 
I asked Matt if he had any 
advice for the next Student Trus-
tee; and· after·· a few· moments 
thought he replied, PThe next 
Trustee will probably get 2 or 3 
meetings out of it and that 
should be plenty of time. Let's 
p~t it this way, you're not neces-
sarily going to know the [com-. 
plete] functions of the· Board in 2 
or 3 meetings, but there is time to 
sow some seeds, get some ideas 
across. Whether they get re-
elected or not, whether they 
choose. to run or not, whatever, 
what they start will be there 
later ... I got a lot done but I also 
found myself as a sounding-
block for everyone-and I'm not 
saying thats bad-but its an amaz-
ing balancing act that you have 
to do to a cc om mod ate 
everything." 
The ·students of Bridgewat~r 
State College owe former ·stu-
dent Trustee Matthew 
Donaghue a huge thank you for 
th'e time and serious effort he put 
into his elected position . of 
responsibility. Let us work even 
harder together to continue the 
professional tradition estab-
lished by our Stµdent Trustees, 
for this position is indeed the 
direct line where' the voice of the· 
student body will be heard. 
Good luck in your academic 
ende.avors Matt!! 
There is a growing concern 
among Financial Aid adminis-
trators as well as other College 
administrators concerning pro-
posed financial aid cuts by the 
Reagan administratiop. Current 
drafts of the budget proposals 
submitted to Congressional 
Republicans indicate cuts to stu-
dent aid by as much as $440 mil· 
lion in .I 986 and 1,661 billion by 
J 988. Acceptance by Congress of 
such .budget cuts would have 
severe impact on Bridgewater 
State College students as well as 
other State and private colleges 
across New England. 
determine eligibiliiy··'or·o.S.L. .,._ ________ __. ____ ..._ ________________________ _ 
While the proposals do not list 
specific changes in Pell Gran~s 
and Campus-based programs it 
is clear that the Reagan Admin-
istration is attempting to impose 
a maximum dollar . mount of 
,&4000 of federal aid a year p~ 
student. This ceiling would 
'include guarante·-ed loans 
(G.S.L.) and grants, setting a 
limit of $4000 in aid regardless of· 
how poor the student's financial 
situation is. Such a restriction 
would sever.ely hamper a major-
ity of students with higher cost of 
loans does allow for families to 
earn over $30,000 and this pro- . 
posed ceiling would certainly 
penalise those familie·s. · 
Such proposals if accepted as 
pr_rt of the budget would have a 
serious impact on studem:s' 
financial abil.ity to attend school. 
If such cuts are to be rejected by 
current Congressional represen-
tatives; students, parents, 
faculty, and· administrators will 
need to apply political pressure 
to ensure continued financial 
aid .. Anyone seeking further 
information regarding these 
proposals and·· others · as they 
develop, ·should contact the · 
financial aid office at Tillinghast 
Hall (697-1341) 
•••••••••••••••• 
Reminder; While t.}1ere is still 
time left, this year, dontt forget 
to· file the appropriate financial 
aid forms for the 1985- I 986 aca-
demic year. 
••••••••••• •••••• 
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m letters tp the editor ••• 
PRICE OF LIFE Originally an orphanage, in Mr. Driscoll virtually ignores 
MATI.B··kS OF 
CONSEQUENCE 
As the Little Prince continued the late l 960's, the school the fact that Lacasse was drunk, 
became a treatment center, pres- and totally ignores the· fact that his journey on the way to Earth, 
ently caring for emotionally dis- Lacasse was underage, suggesh,.nRe ca?1e up~n an. u~chart~d 
New York, I'm told, is a place turbed children with severe ing that as an observer Mr. Dris- asteroid floatmg aimiessly m 
where you can get everything learning disabilities. ''- ~Lh coll's priOrities are considerably space. When h': touchedHdown 
wholesale. Right now the price prayer, faith and much good more irresponsible and thought- he heard a v01ce ask, Who-
of teenager~ 2l wholesale is will, each year the amount of less than the drivers he is trying ... :Vho's there?" The Little 
$1.25. A but·'.·'. .>ind a quarter donations from supporters have to reach with this foolishness. Prmce looked.around and all he 
each. I always hilued my brother increased. Dedicated employees, On top of this, if perhaps more saw w~s a large rock. Since .he 
Tim at a bir ffi!Y-e than that, even such as one previous student, an subtle, we have Driscoll's piece couldn t see ~he;e the voice 
when we fought. employee of 28 years, have given juxtaposed with a picture of The came f:om he didn t n:ov;. The,n 
The price was partly set by their time and effort to establish Comment's new Editor-In-Chief the vmce spoke agam. Who s 
Bernhard Goetz, the so-called a positive, structured environ- and her opening editorial. While there?" it cried pathetically. 
subway vigila·nte. Most of the ment for children who may never I'm reasonably sure that this was . "Wher: are you?" asked the 
details are pretty much agreed have known one in the past. Any unintentional, it does suggest a Little Prmce. !here ~as r:io 
upon by people on all sides of the move for these children, before level of editorial responsibility answer. The Little Pnnce hs-
issue. While in the subway sys- they are emotionally prepared, which is disappointing. The tened. carefully for a~y sounds. 
tern, Goetz was approached by could force a degree of deteriora- Comment enjoys a tremendous The air wa.s d~athly still. Then~~ 
some teenagers who asked him tion in each of them, a disastrous opportunity to reach a popula- aske~ agair:, Whe.re a~e you? 
for five dollars. He pulled out a result after such hard work to tion, those under 25 years old, A t:y ~~ice replied, Are you 
gun and shot four boys, leaving achieve improvement. Unfortu- for whom the leading cause of a ~,tu ~,nt. . 
Darrel Cabey in a coma. He fled, nately, comprehending what death is alcohol related auto No, answered the Little 
then turned himself in and an they know as their home, closing fatalities. The appearance and Prince, sudd~nly astonished as a 
indictment was denied by a due to ·financial difficulties, is focus of Driscoll's article, which tall man slithered out from 
Manhattan grand jury. Bernard beyond the understanding of had some potential.for a respon- be~ind the rock. ~he Little 
Goetz is only being accused of most of these children. It is yet sible sta'tement on drinking and Prm~,e then asked, Who are 
illegal possession of a fire arm, another example of rejection driving, is a miserable piece of yo~? . . 
though by his own words, the and loss to them. journalism and woeful statement I am a college admm1strator 
families of those boys are like the · At present, the school serves of editorial management. and I hold an important position 
families of any other victim's. the needs of 31 .boys, ages 6-15. in matters of consequence." 
This much is fact, and people Without the adequate funds, the Gregg Baker "Oh," replied the Little Prince. 
are now arguing about the laws school will be forced to dos:: its "What is a co:llege administra-
regarding "deadly force" and doors March 15, J985. Some of tor?" he asked the man, "and 
forced ·retreat from criminals. these children will be placed in why did you ask if I was a 
All well and good, and I grant foster homes, others will be Editorial Note: We at The student?" 
most people their opinions on transfered to another school in Comment feel that the tone of The man replied, "a college 
this. The crucial point is this: Fall .. River, also already at its Tim Driscoll's article did not, in administrator is a very impor-
deadly force may only be used to maximum. any way, condone driving while tant man; I do all kinds of things 
protect yourself. Two of the Again these children need intoxicated, that was definitely for my own pleasure and satis-
would-be . robbers were shot structure and stability. The more not his intention." The scope of faction. I hide from students and 
while facing Goetz, though no frequent change occurs, th.e the article advocated "responsi- am never around to help or aid 
••ll!illllll!lt •· ~s•"."'~'1111!1 •r ~~--·~c 1111 _;;.....-· _ .... _;. .... 1.._.ja.. !II! ..PI ..;. ............ !l!r .... :ea~aa~.a-~b~l;;e~~~d~n~·v~in~g~.~~W~e~d~id~n~o~t~i~n~te;,nd them. That iS why I had to know 
fact in danger. The other two tee- We. are asking that anyone tO"Imply mat we support <lnvmg -·-1fyoifWere a student." 
nagers were shot in the back. capable of giving, please do so under the influence of alcohol. If "I see," said the Little Prince. 
Even if they were trying to rob for these children. Your reward we did not stress this point "But you are all alone on this 
Goets, .a fact which has yet to be will be in· knowing that you strongly enough, we are sorry. planet. I thought you should 
established, it is hard t.o believe helped make these children a lit- "Om: ·goal of editorial respOflSi- have some students to hide 
that a healthy man like Goetz tie more secure in kri.owingthat bility'' is high and most difficult from." 
could be in danger from some- they can love and· trust without and certainly reflects the fact "You are right, little boy, I am 
one running a way from him. He being afraid of loss. ~hat we are students. We are try- all alone on this planet but I am in 
was then out of danger when he To offer your supporr, please mg. a position of consequence." 
shot two of the boys. Deadly contact the school at the address: Thank you for your concern. "I still think that if you are 
force was not even an issue. St. Mary's Home for Children We would like to invite you to what you say you are there 
I said the price was partly set 593 Kempton Street, Box 750 share your knowledge arid expe- should be at least one student on 
by Go.etz. It was also set by the New Bedford, Ma. 02742 rience on this.sensitive and very this planet!" stated the Little 
American public:, who refused to real problem, possibly through a· Prince: " 
think through _this issue and To help: weekly .column. 
instead acted on impulse. The Paula Riseman 
vast majority of Americans were 823-1861 
screaming, HBJack teenagers Jack McKean 
were.doing something illegal and 587-5097 
RESPONSE TO CRUISIN' 
"Harumph! ! replied the man. 
'1 don't need students. Having 
students would be a lot of trou-
ble for me. I'm a college adminis-
trator; I'm certainly not here to 
help or associate with students. 
My job is to hide from them and 
satisfy myself!" 
The Little Prince sighed sadly 
and thought to himself, "Here is 
a man of consequence," but in 
truth just anoth~r strange adult 
who doesn't understand. Sadly 
the Little Prince started on 
toward the final planet on his 
trip ...... Earth. 
William M. Knowles 
Class of 1987 
Editorial note 
The Little Prince continued 
on his journey for months and 
days until he touched down 
again. Is this Earth ? he won-
dered to himself. Before him was 
a quadrangle surrounded by 
three large buildings. 
It was early .morning; the dew 
was on what was left of the grass. 
The Little Prince saw a bundle of 
clothes with a small woman 
under it, walking towards him. 
"Is this Earth?" he asked heartily. 
The woman nodded affirma-
tively, "this is Bridgewater State 
College" and continued walking 
by.' 
Seconds later the two doors of 
the largest building opened and a. 
man in a London Fog raincoat 
appeared and walked toward 
him. "Is this Bridgewater State 
College?" the Little Prince 
asked. "Yes" said the man, "what 
can I do for you!?" 
Do for me???. the Little Prince 
thought silently. "I am a college 
administrator" said the man. 
"Where is your rock? You 
must .return quick Iv or the¥ Ctbe 
crowds of people he thought to 
be students) will find you and 
talk to you concerning matters 
of consequence. "I am a college 
administrator" the man replied 
in an even tone. "That. is part of 
my job. Students make appoint-
ments to see me and "others like 
me. We don't have rocks or hide 
behind big walls. We try to do 
our best to do our jobs in all 
matters of consequence and even 
incoilsequence." 
immoral! They. should be pun-
ished!" Yes, that is also granted. 
Anyone who commits a crime .. 
should be punished, but some-
how it was all right for Goetz to 
commit a crime by shooting two 
boys in the back while it was 
wrong for them to ask him for 
five dollars without holding 
Regarding Tim Driscoll's arti-
cle "Cruisin'' of 1/28/85. Given 
that Mr. Driscoll has the facts 
straight, I am· appalled at the 
advice he suggests as a means of 
preventing auto fatalities suchas 
that of Mrs. Burroughs. To inti-
mate that J 9 year old drunk driv-
ers should be concientious a bout 
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.John J. Beaton,Jr. 
Tony Fagen 
Francisco 1. Meneses 
Art Walker 
Dave Cormier 
Four teenagers, who would 
have been another robbery sta-
tistic, became criminals because 
they were shot. Bernhard Goetz, 
who could have lost five dollars, 
is a hero. Something is wrong, 
then, with a. society which 
pledges to give "liberty and jus-
tice for all,"· while selectively 
choosing unlawful liberty for 
some and vicious street justice 
for others. 
lying their brakes is patently 1----.--.-.-------------------... ---mm---------
absurd. 
As an alcohol educator for the 
past eight years, I have had the 
opportunity to listen to count-
less young men and ·· women. 
attempting to rationalize the 
Staff: Tony Fagen, Douglas Benson, Roger Spring, Kristina Rob- Business Manager 
bins, Joanne Pasquinelli, Deidre Dillman,. Sandy .Scoppettoulo, Francisco J. Meneses· 
El~en Harnish, ·Pammie Berko~its, Kevin Dwyer, Laurie Vespa,' 
Mike Story, Mark Avery, Peggy Hayes, Phil MacDougall, Greg Advertising Manager 
_Mathis .• David Spuria, Dan Darcy, Doug B~nson, Dan Grinnell Roberta Bena 
Russell Doughe~ty irresponsibility of driving while 1--------------~-----------'-------------­intoxicated. Most of them were· 
fortunate enough not to have 
WE ARE NOT ETHIOPIA kiHed themselves or others .. 
BUT, WE NEED HELP TOO. Alcohol's physiological effects. 
preclude saf~ operation of motor. 
St. Mary's Homefor Children. vehicles and no amount of pur-
in New Bedford opened its doors poseful thought, or a "simple· 
in 1894 · with $24, caring for· 5 . step on: the brake", will result in 
elderly and 4 ·teens. Jt has been avoidance of trouble. 
r111.(siu~~ .. Jh~-~ .1'i.sb~~~.~-<>.ftJ1,~ .. ,,_ ............... ,, .... ,,._, ... "'., ... M ~.· 
Fr~ncis. 
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The Little Prince smiled to 
himself quietly and thought 
"Here is a man of consequence, 
an adult who tries to understand 
and is willing to listen only if 
students would ask." 
· Happily he did not have to 
journey any further-he had 
found his Earth ... Bridgewater 
State College!!! 
FRIENDS OF FOOTBALL 
We, the undersigned, have 
recently formalized the loose 
amalgamation of alumni and 
other individuals interested in 
Bridgewater football that has 
existed since the inception of the 
sport. Unhappily, the event that 
crystallized our formation at this 
time is an effort to rally opposi-
tion to certain athletic. adminis-
tration dictates that greatly 
diminished this season's oppor-
tunity for competitiveness. If left 
in place, we feel the same policies 
could imperil the future of the 
program. 
Our major concern stems from 
the newly introduced philosophy 
that only "elite" athletes should 
bve given a uniform and beyond · 
rigidly held numbers all other 
students. are prevented from par-
ticipating. It is clear that eco-
nomics are not a factor in this 
decision. This concept runs 
counter to almost every program 
in similar institutions. In fact, 
Bridgewater State College now 
has a larger male enrollment 
tha~ any of its conference rivals. 
Concerted administrative efforts 
to reduce the potential for this 
advantage make little sense. 
oned was excised from the text 
of the Episcopal 140 Hymnal. Is 
what is going on in Lebanon and 
the Middle East today too mild 
to be called depravity, not to 
_mention 15 million abortions in 
this country since 1973? 
g. Due to lack of opportunity, -
player interest was difficult to 
m~intain. Attrition caused by 
this as well as injuries resulted in 
the thinnest squad since the early 
70's. Fifty-one men were in uni-
gradually fell below the original 
66 man ceilin~. 
form for the last home game. 
As a personal aside, I would 
like to say that I sang this hymn 
as a. child in Africa. Later, when I 
The items enumerated above would read or sing the hymn, the 
create gaping questions about ~ords "Afric's sunny fountains," 
rationale and fairness. At best (v. I) would haunt me, and I tried 
such pol.icies represent a lack of to search for a lost youth, greatly 
leade~sh1p and understanding oL- struck by the mysterid of 
what is necessary to conduct a "Proust. But as I have since disco-
representative program and at vered, neither Proust nor 
worst a conscious effort to crip- Wordsworth's "Immortality 
ple the sport. Ode" can truly fill the void 
A.second issue which is of inter-
est to our group is the status of 
the Athletic Trust Fund with 
particular reference to that por-
tion that is directed toward foot-
ball. Since the actual budget has 
not been available for . .public 
scrutiny during the last two 
years, rumors seem to freely cir-
culate on expenditures. We 
would urge you to make such 
records publie. In asking for 
such information, it is not our 
intention to underscore a pref er-
ential treatment for football but 
rather to insure that reso~rces 
are being used for athletics and 
that such monies ate fairly dis-
tributed. 
In summary, our concerns are 
rooted in the belief that Bridge-
water football provides an essen-
tial part of a fine educational 
experience. Why not allow more 
students to benefit from it? 
The Friends of Bridgewater as in 
the past are most supportive of 
within us. Only the Holy Spirit 
can give us peace, and History 
and reality can have meaning 
only as they are illuminaed by 
God's Word. 
In particular in verse 4 of this 
hymn, we are told of Christ's 
Second Coming. Should we not 
put Him first and look forward 
to His Advent to puy things 
right, rather than try to save our 
lives through our own power? 
Submitted 
Student 
by a Concerned 
THANKS 
An open lette.r to the sisters of 
Kappa Phi Omega and the 
brothers and sisters of Phi Pi 
Delta. 
_ To hi~hlight our argument, the the college. We approach your 
followmg :are but a few o~ the office in a spirit of cooperation 
r u~ r --~· 11 irn~a. ne eM.an~ples ef• the"·'-antl concern. Hopefully; you will 
. pohcy declSlons that plagued the take. appropriate action .to 
1984 team: defuse the frustrations and sus-
a. 85 men reported to . pre- picions associated with the pres;.. 
Once agf!in 1 would like to 
thank the sisters of Kappa Pi 
Omega for the devotion and time 
that they showed in helping to -
make the Bloodmobile a success. 
The sisters showed so much sup-
port from working at the table to 
helping at the blooddrive itself. 
To/ Il1Y brothers and sisters l 
want tO thank all of them 'that 
helped show their support and 
h_elped me when they were able. I 
personally want ·to thank John 
Gould for helping with all the 
advertising. Karen, my roomate 
for helping in every way possi-
ble, without her beside me I 
wonder if the bloodmobile 
would have been a success. 
season camp for the privilege of ent policies. · · 
"trying out" for the squad. After 
three days (without pads) the Sincerely, 
coach was forced to pare the ros-
ter to 80 men. Seven days later 
(with pads) the coach was again 
ordered to reduce the squad to 
66. Excess uniforms were then 
collected and stored for the next 
season. 
b. Each player was assessed 
$75.00 to attend the pre-season 
camp. The five men who were 
cut after 3 days and the 14 more 
cut after 7 additional days 
received no refund, 
c. As a result of too few play-
ers, the four junior-varsity con-
tests that were scheduled during 
the prior spring had to be can-
celled at the last minute. Reason: 
Insufficient numbers to field 
both the varsity and junior var-
sity squads. 
*The Friends of Bridgewater 
Football is a loose amalgama-
tion of individuals who share a 
common interest. Its member-
ship is primarily, but not exclu-
sively, alumni-based and is open 
to anyone other than those who 
administer the football program. 
There are no dues. Expenses are 
wholly supported by individual 
contributions from members 
an~ do not in any way use 
Bridgewater State College 
resources. Our organizational 
structure is based on a fluid 
steering committee composed of 
regional coordinators. The steer-
ing commi~tee serves to directly 
network mformatiori to the 
m.embership as well as make gen-
eral policy decisions. The steer-
ing committee's contact person 
Yet most of all thank-you to. 
everyone who showed support 
and donated blood. 
Kathy Boyd 
2nd V.P. 
Phi Pi Delta 
CONGRATULATIONS 
To the editor of The 
Comment, 
I would just like.to congratu-
late you on your first isssue of 
the school newspaper. Consid-
ering this was your first try at it 
and considering your staff is rel-
atively new, as a whole I think 
you did an outstanding job. I am 
• 
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ditto rial 
Photo by Arthur Walker 
. Editor-in-Chief Carrie Kulick 
There are two issues I would like to address in this week's 
editorial -the first of which concerns The Comment itself. We 
the staff truly appreciate the feedback that we have been 
recei:ving so far and we are always open to riew ideas. We urge 
ever~ ~em~er of the College Community (students, faculty, 
adm1mstrat1on, employees, etc.) to make our task a little easier 
by sending in articles. The subject matter is limitless! Chances 
are better than good that we'll print it!!! Since we are ~ novice 
team, any comments (if you'll pardon the pun) can help us 
develop your paper. 
I would like to introduce the Commuter's Corner, a new 
?olumn by past news editor Kim Murphy. She will be keeping us 
mformed on commuter's issues and the status of the newly 
~ounded Commuter's Coalition which you will be hearing more of 
t? the next f~w we~ks. If you have any particular gripes, sugges-
t10ns, or advice, Kim would appreciate your input. 
The second (and more important) issue I would like to address 
is President Reagan's new financial aid proposal" which, if passed, 
could have irreversible ramifications for our College. It is obvious 
that Reagan does not understand the burden his new proposal will 
place o~ a_ll college ~tudents and ~heir families. lf the proposal 
passes, 1t is my feeling that we will have an elitist educational 
system and, in time, will man if est itself to the p9int where only the 
rich wiJI be able to .afford a higher education. · · · 
We as voters have. the resources to stop this stampede on the . 
commonfolk. It would only take minutes to do and ensure that 
our voices wiU . be heard. Check the phone book and get the 
address of phone number-and call or write-:- your congressman 
or senator and let your feelings be known. The issue before us does 
no Qnly affect us-it will qffect _the generations to follow- like 
your kids. It is easier to prevent a fire than it is to put one out. 
Take a stand. Do what you believe is right, take responsibility 
for yourself and others like you. Let your voices be heard; together 
we can be a symphony of voices all singing the same song-





All other mate~ial 
A II submissions must oe received by 2:00 
p.m .. 
d. Away game rosters were rig-
idly fixed at 46. This led to a 
situation in which vans and 
buses traveled to neighboring 
colleges with many empty seats. 
e. Since only four home games 
were scheduled for this year, a 
sizeable number of "lesser" tal-
ent~d men had only four possible 
opportunities to play or .even 
"dress" for a game. 
is its clerk; -
Dr. Edward Braun wr~ M you ~nd ~~ ~~.--~··••••••••••••••••••••~ become more experienced and 
f., Last spring, when these poli-
cies first surfaced, the players 
themselves sponsored a petition 
asking the athletic adminstra-
tion to review its restriction on 
numbers. At that time there was 
no response. Less than a week 
prior to the opening game, an 
additional policy came forth 
exacting that as of the game · 
(September 15th) no .roster 
changes could be made. The 
coaching staff subsequently 
"turned a way" several potential 
candidates even though numbers 
99 South Main St., 
Middleboro, MA. 
02346 
A FEW THOUGHTS ON A 
MISSIONARY HYMN 
"From Gree~i~~&~s11fdy moun-
tain," wrote Bishop Reginald 
Heber in 1819, to. "India's coral 
strand,"people all over the world 
were calling the West to deliver 
their "land from error's chain." 
What has h_appened since then? 
The West itself has departed 
from the Truth of the Christian 
revelation, and now bows down 
to idols (v. 2 of this hymn) of 
computers and space technology 
(peaceful or otherwise). It might 
be of interest to note that verse 2 
of this· hym, in which idols and 
the depravity of man are menti-
more confident' with the work-
ings of The Comment, you will 
produce an even higher quality 
product. Good job. and good 
luck!! Keep up the good work'. 
Believe it or not, there are actu-
ally many of ·us out here who 




The views expressed as· Com-
. mentaries and Letters to the Edi-
tor are soley the opinions of the 
author, an.d are not necessarily 
those of The C6mment, its Edi-
tors or its Staff 
Personals 
. P~int your personal on a clean piece ofunshredded paper and 
bnng it to The C~mment office. When submitting personals you 
must show your Bnd¥ew~ter ID. Your na.me is for our records only; 
and ~eed not appear m pnnt. Remember if we can't read it we won't 
type ~t! · 
·····-·······-------~-------------
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Rape is violent. brutalizing 
criminal invasion of the body, 
mind, and soul. It is not a sexual 
crime, nor one of passio·n. It is a 
crime about control. and the 
humiliation arid degradation of 
women. One of the most fre-
quently committed violent 
crimes in the United States, it is 
also the most unreported. One of 
every three women will he raped 
in her lifetime. 
Rape is often ignored in the 
media, unless it can somehow be 
"sesationalized", which tends to 
perpetrate the ignorance, indif-
ference. and myths that exist sur-
rounding it in our own society. 
If a woman is dating someone 
and he forces her to have sex, is 
that rape? Yes, just as much as if 
she is attacked by a stranger in 
the parking lot. The trauma of 
being raped by a friend or 
acquaintance is often over-
looked; the trauma of a trust 
being violated. Some women 
blame themselves. Other _people 
may ask her about her behavior 
or clothing. She is not guilty .. 
Remcmber.:.NOOODY ASKS 
TO BE RAPED! 
These common myths· and 
ficulties of making it possible for 
a woman to receive the support 
that she needs, and to deal with 
the technicalties of the reporting 
system. With heightened aware-
ness in the past ten years, Rape 
Crisis Centers, staffed twenty-
four hours E\ day, have come into 
existence and can help a woman 
deal with the situation whether it 
happenned today or ten years 
ago.· Also available are Victim-
/ Witness' Assistance Programs 
to help . wom~n that decide to 
prosecute. These are located at 
the County District Attorney's 
office. The Plymout County 
Rape/ Sexual Assault Center has 
a round the clock line at 588-
. 8255. 





News Editor , 
Almost two weeks ago at the 
January 22 SGA meeting Marie 
Aguiar, a Woodward Hall Resi-
dent and First Vice President for 
the Class of 1987, was intro-
d i.Iced to speak on the parking 
situation for freshman and soph-
more women living at Wood 
Hall. Aguiar stated that approx-
imately a week ~before re~urning 
to school, she and all other fresh-
man and sophmore women at 
Wood Hall received letters tell-
ing them that they are now 
required to park at Swense'n 
Fields. Aguiar stressed that the 
situation was unsafe and 
requested that the SGA look 
into the problem. 
Aguiar expressed anger at the 
situation saying that she felt that 
Kelly Gym is far enough to walk 
and that it is unfair to expect 
women to walk more than half a 
mile in the dark, late at nir.:ht 
afterreturning from work. La~er 
in an interview Aguiar said that 
she had spoken to Matt 
Donaghue, then Student Trus-
tee, who reforred her to Presi-
dent Denis Lawrence. 
The SGA has responded posi-
tively to Aguiar's sta~ements, 
backing her position: 'tawrence ·· 
. . . 
erated several times since that he 
is opposed to the policy. He sug: 
gested that in terms of safety it 
would be more reasonable for 
male upperclassmen living at 
Scott Hall to park that distance 
from their dorms. Senator Jen-
ney.of the Class of 1988 said, in 
response to the assurance that 
lightening at the Swensen Fieltls 
parking lot had been improved, 
that he does not support 
However, Lawrence has also 
pointed out more· recently that 
the residents of Wood Hall 
should tap their other channels 
in addition to the SGA. He has 
suggested contacting the dorm 
officers and the Housemothers 
at Wood. Furthermore, Law-
rence had initially requested that 
a petition from Wood Hall pro-
testing the situation be for-
warded to him, which as of this 
printing he has yet to receive. 
The Comment ·has not been 
able to reach V.P. beep for an 
intereview. However, his state-
ments at both of the SGA meet .. -
ings this semester expressed his 
concern for the situation. He 
does not like the policy, but 
looks at it as the only possible 
solution for the moment. He 
stressed that the situation is tem-
orary and added that he is look-
ing into the possibility of the late 
night bus service being extended 
to Swensen Fields to increase the 
safety factor. 
The campus security, accord-
ing to Chief Graca, has increased 
patrols at the distant parking lot. 
He is sympathetic to the women 
who hav~ gone to him with com-
pla. i~t~.~",puts···tr~~se. stlaa ...... ·. ,t~~~job.i~: 
to enforce policies esta bfis'hed by:'1 
is the safety of the worrien and 
_secondar~ly the security of their 
cars. · 
So, the situation stands as is. 
Overnight parking.·· slips are 
·available tCi those women who. 
need them. Still, the women at 
W~od Hall express one fear 
when asked what bothers them 
about walking the distance at 
night; the fear of being raped. 
increased ·lighting as a way to r--~----.... 11!9-•---l 
stop crimes: Senator-at-Large 
Ralph Plotke motioned that the 
Rights and Freedoms .Commit-
te.e look into the matter, presum-
ably to discuss the problem and 
make recommendations. At the 
January 28 SGA meeting the 
Senate . voted unanimously to 
send a letter to V.P. Deep. and 
Student Services stating their 
opinion. 
There's a slim new You hiding 
under those unwanted pounds. 
You can lose 10 - 30 lb~. 
THJS MONTH! 
Another method of support' 
and prevention is to raise aware-
ness in our own community.·We 
have had those problems here at 
B.S.C., and they seem to get .......... - ............. ._...1 
swept under the carpet. Perhaps 
if more of us raised our voices 
together against it, to let pe·ople 
kriow that we care and we will -
not tolerate it, B.S.C. would be a · 
safer place for everyone. 
The Woil1en's Center is spon-
soring a presentation by Ursula 
Garfield of the Plymouth 
County Rape/ Sexual Assault · 
Center. After the presentation, 
there will be an informal ques.: 
tion and . answer discussion. 
Pleasejoin us on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 12 from 12:00 to I: 15 in the 
Libray Lecture.Hall. For further 
information -'stop by the 
Women's center, 3rd floor of the 
Student Union, or call ex~. 2296. 
r,...,,_.,_ ..... n~~,,_....-..-,. .~ 
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Every Tun. & Thurs. 
3 .·7 p.m. 
Plate: 
. S.GA Office 
or 
Council Chamber• 
· Free to Alf 
• ' I • 
::::::;:::;::::::::;::;::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::.r.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
, ...... ~.._....._......_...~~ 
i . .TYPING · -i · 
i W 111. do. any . kind of· typing-Thesis, I 
! Manuscripts, Labels, Etc;i 
i .· Generate·d. on a word processor to 
1
. i facilitate quick changes and up-
L~~~,.2!anne.22t.~L-. 
Furnished Room for Rent 
Young Couple Looking for Rriommate 
Male or Female 
Room is in a Spacious Raynham Traile;. 
Located 15 Minutes From College, · 
$240.00/month, includes Everything . 
Call 822-8049 a.·n·d .. ask for ~.o· n . r . u~e. 
•
. · · ...... ,>'' 
·. j,,~:,: ~,···. 
international news 




!he OPEC meetin~ in Geneva ended with the cartel lowering its 
p:1ce ~n. a barrel of 011 b?' one dollar. It was a stormy meeting; the 
011 mm1ster of the Umted Arab Emigrates walked out of the 
meeting. He claimed that Nigeria was "stabbing OPEC in the 
ba~k" by pro~ucing more than its quota and selling below OPEC 
pnces. The thirteen member cart~] failed to reach an unanimous 
decision on price restructuring. The lower OPEC rates mean 
better prices for consumers. · 
A New Yorkjury declined to indict Bernard Goetz on charges 
of shooting four youths on a New York subway last December. He 
was indicted on illegal weapons charges. Goetz shot the youths 
when they approache~ him a~king ~o; money. He said that they 
were about to mug him. A fifty milhon dollar civil lawsuit has 
be~n brought against him by lawyers of a comatose victim. They 
claim that the shootings were racially motivated. The federal 
government is bringing a new case against Bernard Goetz claim-
ing that he violated the victims' civil rights. ' 
Edwin Meese testified before a Senate ju~iciary commit.tee and 
stated that he acted with the highest legal and ethical standards. 
Meese, who is presently a White House couns'elor, is President 
Reagan's choice for Attorney General. Although he was nomi-
nat.ed a year. ago for the ~ost, ~enate hearings were ~uspended 
while a special prosecuter mvest1gated the financial dealings' of 
Meese. , . 
~e dismissed .a repo~t prepared by t~e office of government 
ethics that questioned his business affairs. The report found that 
.!"iee~e's transactions ~ith t~o men who later received government 
. JOb~ mvolved a conflict of mterests. The head of the ethics office 
:ejected the findings. The confirmation hearings continued. Later 
m the week two lawyers for the Office of Government Ethics 
reve:sed. thei_r decis~ons and decided that Meese's dealings were 
not m v10lat10n of mterests. · 
James: Baker current White"House Chief of Staff,.l:i-a~-.~·-·-­
easier time being confirmed by the Senate. With a 95-0 vote, the 
Senat~ cleared the way for Baker and present Treasury Secretary 
. Donald Regan to swap jobs. Regan does not need Senate confir-
mation to work at the White House. 
. In r~sponse to a recent Ann Landers column, Chicago colum-
nist Mike Royko p,ublished the results of his own.suvey. The Ann 
Landcrs's survey found that of the ninety thousand women who 
responded, 72% said they pref erred cuddling over the act of sex. 
The Royk9 survey reported that of the ten thousand men sur-
veyed. 6699 preferred sex over a recreational activity. Twenty-two 
percent said they would rather go bowling. 
Ind~a.n. Prime Minister Rajiv Ghandi says India will not use its 
capab1htles to manufacture nuclear weapons. He said that 
althoug~ India has had the capability to construct a'n atomic 
bomb for eleven years, the nation has not and has no plans to do 
so. . 
India was one of six nations who recently called for a halt in the 
nuclear arms race between the United States and the Soviet 
Union. Ghandi added that India "is committed not to make a· 
nuclear bomb''. 
The· space shuttle Challenger is tentatively scheduled. for a 
February 20th takeoff. The four day mission will include the 
launching of two communications satelites. The Challenger crew 
will include a French astronaut and U.S. Senator Jake Garn. A 
r.epublican from Utah, he is a former fighter pilot. He has ten 
thousand hours of flying experience, which is more than any other 
NASA astronaut except Joe Engle. NASA admitted. that the 
take?~f date' could be delayed due to possible complications in 
repamng the s~uttle's heat shield tile system. · 
, , White. House spok;esm~n Larry Speakes ad~itted that there 
was a mistake made by the Secret Service and White House staff 
on inauguration day. Robert Latta of Denver Colorado made it 
past. security. and entered the White House, . mingling with the 
Man4l<tl~e6tr~. Arrested on the second floor as he walked with 
the musicians, he was allegedly only yards from where President 
~eagan I_ater took the O~th of Office. Apprehended after spend-
mg 14·rnmutes on two floors of the White House Latta was held 
for psychiatric observation. ' 
1~ an interview with CBS, Latta said he "was just hoping to see 
the inaugural, maybe the ceremony: and maybe even the Presi-
dent." He admitted that it was a mistake, but he thought someone 
would say something~ · 
584- 0175 
, · ···.B:-$;O.<.Student1f 
Researchers in. Los Angelos announced that they have found a 
substance th~~ will.prevent the spreading of A.l.D.S. The Mari-
posa foundation said that the substance is found in most commer· 
cial sper~nicides.· Dr. Donald Frands of the Centers for Dise·ase 
;, .,, ''':~/,'~~$'!. • 'IV Control m .t\tlanta says the substance is a"tough detergent" that 
:::::::,:::: ..:::::::::::~:::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::.::._:·.·: •. : •• :.·:.·:·.=.·· .• • • ·f.~ .. i.~_ •• .'_. '\!A'blI:oDwss'. ithdb1mtm~111apa:Pt~\~ ~t· iwill noo.;pei1p: th0~~1'W~o,·a1·i;eaP.'Y,ha ve: 
~ ~ 






Haven't you heard ? He's at it. 
again. Last week, ·President 
Ronald Reagan put domestic 
spending on the chopping block. 
His new proposals -if approved 
by congress- will sharply redu~e 
student loans, Pell Grants, and 
other forms of government aid. 
The president says we have to cut 
federal spending in order to 
reduce the astronomical federal 
deficit, so you, me, and hordes of 
other college students have got 
to "tighten our belts" and find 
some other way to meet spiraling 
college costs. 
Associated Press quoted an 
Administration source as saying 
President Reagan will. ask Con-
gress to deny federally guaran-
teed loans to all students with 
family incomes above $32,500, a 
much less favorable terms. 
Other alternatives might be 
very less favorable, like transfer-
ring to a less expensive school or 
dropping out all together.· That 
is not favorable to the develop-
ment or our country's youth, the 
leaders of tomorrow. That 
means you and me. 
Something's wrong when a 
president cuts spending to beef 
up the militatry. It seems absurd. 
Reagan has not only beefed up 
the Pentagon, he's made it a fat 
pig that feeds on money. 
"Are you better off now than 
you were four years ago?" Four 
years ago, I was in high school 
and my biggest worry was pass-
ing Algerbra II. I don't feel bet-
ter off. But then again, when the 
country voted in November, we 
voted for a father figure to do the 
thinking for us. I guess this is 
what we get.· Dad's putting his 
foot down ... that is if Congress 
lets him get away with it. 
SENATOR-AT-LARGE 
move that would lock out Dear f ello.w students of Bridge-
hundreds of thousands of stu- water State, 
dents from the loan program. 
Currently. families earning My name is Tom Foley. I am a 
· $60,000 or more can get loans if freshman transfer student from 
they can prove need, especially if UMass Amherst, majoring in 
they have more than one child in Political Science with a minor in 
school. Business Management. 
Reagan's fiscal 1986 budget Student elections are coming 
will also seek to restrict eligibil- around again during the middle 
ity for Pell Grants -outright fed- and last weeks of February. 
eral stipends up to $1900 a year- Again I am running for one of 
to students from families with the senate seats as a Senator-at,.. 
incomes of $25,000 or less, and Large. 
. clamp on overall $4000 ceiling I ask for your support in elect-
on the total federal aid including ing me as a Senator-at-Large 
loans and grants for any student because I have no doubt in my 
per year, regardless of how poor mind that I would do a good job 
his or her family is. and because of my past expe-
The ironic element in this rience in student p9ljtics. as .~ 
s-t8iy'1s tRaI colt~ge siuaentspro~ Senator at. UMass·Amherst. 
vided some of the president's ¥Y qualifications are: 
most fervent support in his cam- Two. years Dorm senator 
paign for re-election. Analysts (UMass Amherst,SGA), two' 
say we like him because he is a years Assistant Chairperson 6f 
father figure who gives \JS confi- the Government Affairs Commi-
dence in our country. We're tee (UMass Amherst,SGA), two 
proud Americans, right?' But years Chairperson of ·tlie Judi-
we've also got to pay for college. cial Affairs. sub-committee 
Well, it looks like our father fig- (UMass Amherst, SGA), one 
ure wants to cut off some of our year Area .Government Senator 
allowance, and he will, if Con- (UMass Amherst, SGA), One 
gress lets him. year student Presidential special 
Just two weeks ago, President Advisor, (UMass Amherst 
Reagan took the oath of office SGA),one year committee 
for a second time. Later that day member to halt tuition hikes by 
he attended nine Innaugural the Board of Reagents (UMass 
Balls held in his behalf at the Amherst SGA), (SGA-Student 
ritziest places in Washington. Government Association). 
Everyone in Washington was As you can see, my past Stu-
there; that is everyone who is dent Goyernment political 
someone. I'm no-one; just your career more than qualifies me 
basic, semi-st'fuggling college over any· other candidate with 
junior who did homework while little to no experience in college 
D.C. 's elite got all dolled up to politics, for the seat of Senator-
go dancing with Ron and Nancy. at-Large. 
Well, now the parties are over As far as the issues go, what 
and the president is back work- are the issues? Some'"students are 
ing cutting spending, making concerned with how the student 
things a little bit to.ugh er for no- senate a pp o int s cabinet 
one's like me. Basic economics members or spends Student 
dictates that federal spending Government fees; whether or not 
cuts will result in less govern- to have an SGA exclusive beac11 
ment aid. If these cuts pass Con- party/ picnic? Some students are 
gress, the president will, no concerned about· the commuter 
doubt, ask state governments. parking situation. Some stu-
and colleges to pick up some of dents are concerned with Dormi-
the slack. That is not feasible. tory Policies antid:1.~gu..lations ·or 
State and local governments most anvthing at all.. · 
have neither the financial resour- What~ do I think? ·I think that 
ces of the federal government or in the position of Senator-at.. 
the ability to set uniform, equita- Large, as it is representative of 
ble national standards. In other all the four year groups, I would 
words, if these cuts go through, confront each of these and other 
you'll feel it! issues as you the student would 
Accordin·g to A.P., students have me deal with them, by let-
barred from the Guaranteed ting me know your opinions and 
Stude'nt Loan program -under comments. 
which loans are free while th'e Needle,ss to say, I would be 
borrower remains a student, and available to any student with 
the interest is only 9% 'questionsandifldon'tknowthe 
afterwards,- could turn to an answer, I would find out from 
auxilar'y ·loan" J'rogam'Aqr: paF-: · •someone ~ho ·did and. 
enfS~ _;that ·''ex\e.rtd.s., 'loaQ.S • upder> ')}eJ16;w.r. 
Remember when you vote (all 
classes-Freshman, Sophmore, 
Junior and Seniors) that as a 
freshman I can best res pesent 
So the bottom line is that I'm 
the best qualified candidate and 
Monday, February 4, 1985 
you, as a commuter, I can best 
represent you and as an older 
student I can best represent all of 
the other year groups. 
that I'll work for all of you, 
separately or together. 
The Comment 
Respectfully Yours, 
Thomas W Foley III 
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The Adeline D. Oakley Award for Excellence 
in Writing About the Artistic and 
Literary Elements in Children's Books 
. *. * •• 
An Announcl.!ment and Invitation 
to Submit Paperi:i for Consideration 
Description: An award to be given to the undergraduate student at Bridgewater State College for the befit 
written exposition of literary and tor artistic elements in children's books, as judged by the Award Committee.• 
The award is to be given annually, but may be withheld if, in the opinion of the committee, none of the work 
submitted meets the established criteria. 
Award Committee: The committee consists of four or five members representing the faculty of the 
Department of Media and Librarianship, the Department of English, the professional librarians of the 
Maxwell Library, and a specialist in children"s literature from the community at large. 1985 committee 
includes Richard Neubauer, Clifford Wood, Owen McGowan, and Jane Manthorne. 
SuhmiHion Data: The deadline for submission of papers is March 4, 1985 at 4:00 p.m., to Richard Neubauer, 
Department of Media and Librarianship. · 
Any qualified applicant may submit one paper (typed, double·spaced, proofread). Each applicant should 
include a cover sheet with name. address, te!ephrme, major subject ·and advisor's name. 
Criteria: 
Award: 
1. Quality of writing. 
2.. Originality and perception. 
3 .. Evidence of aQPreciation and tmderstanding of the nature of children's literature. 
4. Paper submitted must be typeci, do11ble-spaced and proofread. 
To be announced at the annual Honors Day each May 
A check for the interest earned on the Oaklev Fund (approximately $200.00) 
· Suggested Categories for Writing: 
• Critical analysis of a single work 
• Critical analysis of the body of work by a single author or artist 
• Critical comparison of two or more authors or artists 
• An issue in children's literature 
• A theme in children's literature 
• Historical or socio,cultural treatment 'of a particular period or development in 
children's literature 
• Comparison of adaptations or translations of folklore ·-
• Elements of poetry and verse thut 9ucceed with today's children 
> ' ' ' ". • • ' • ' •• • ,, ·w~wwwwwwwwwwww•wwwwwwwwwwwwwww• 
Chi Alpha's choice is a poem or prayer written by Christian authors expressing 
their feelings about their Christian life-style and their relationship with God. We hope 
that they may be inspirational for you, as they are for us. 
this weeks choice is ... 
LET GO and LET GOD 
As children bring their broken toys 
with tears for us to mend, 
I brought my broken dreams to God, 
because He was my friend 
But then, instead of leauing Him 
in peace, to work alone, 
I hung around and tried to help, 
with ways that were my own. 
At last, I.snatched them back and cried, 
"How can you be so· slow?" 
''My child," He said, 
· What could I do? 
) 





1. Prizes/or solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to each 
winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres. 
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by 2:00 p.m. 
on the Friday/allowing the issue date. Only oneentrypercontest-
ant. Comment employees are ineligible. 
3. There can onlv be nvo winners a week, thats all we can afford, 
so H'hen there a~e more than two it'inners we'll have a lottery. 
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater. State College students. 
faculty and alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the Com-
ment secretary between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. A 
valid I.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should 
include the answers, }'our name, address, and telephone number. 
5. Winners will be n~tified in the next issue of the Comment. 
6. The person(s) with the most number of correct answers will be 
eligible to win the passes. 
CONTEST NUMBER ONE 
I. On the T.V. show "Gilligan's Island", Jim Backus played a 
wealthy millionaire. What was the character's name? 
2. What publisher's first and only wife was Mildred Williams, his 
high school sweetheart? 
3. What did VISTA stand for? 
4. What Tom Wolfe work featured Tlie Merry Pranksters? 
5. What toothpaste did Bucky Beaver flog? 
Radio 
Rap 
By Michelle Lombardo 
Staff Writer 
INTERVIEW /RADIO: 
Russell Dougherty and Dave 
Spuria. 
This week Radio Rap has 
foregone· a review in favor of an 
interview with two vital men 
behind the scenes at the Moving 
Alternative ( WBJM). Program 
Director Russell Dougherty and 
Assistant Program Director 
Dave Spuria spoke enthusiasti-
cally with The Comment, 
explaining the format and 
ac.complishment_s of the station. 
Spuria gives credit to Dough-
erty for the format BI Mis using, 
saying that before Dougherty 
took over nine months ago there 
had not really been a format. 
The format outlines for the disc 
jockeys recommended music 
styles to be played, while leaving 
the actuat. choice of "who and 
what" to the jocks themselves. 
The format is responsible in part 
for the diversity of the music 
played. 
ing the final say. They look for 
. music that is new and unheard, 
but up and coming. To guide. 
them, they utilize the College 
Music Journal. The discoveries 
BI M has made through this sys-
tem before the commercial sta-
tions include Ninety-nine Red 
Balloons (according to Dough-
erty, BI M played it I If 2 years 
before it was picked up on com-
mercial radio) and the band the 
Waterboys, who are now touring 
with U2. 
Both Dougherty and Spuria 
believe that by playing music 
that is different they are increas-
ing B.S.C.'s student experience, 
which is the main purpose of col-
lege. Also, record companies 
have traditionally used colleges 
as a testing ground for new 
music. By gearing the station to 
this idea, DIM is able to receive a 
large amount of support through 
free promotional records. The 
styles of music played offers a 
choice to an area bombarded by 
"homogenized" commercial 
music, played for "the masses". 
"We don't pick music just 
because it's weird," states 
Dougherty, "we .pick good 
music.'~ · · 
All records played, however~ 
are reviewed by the music staff 
. with Dougherty and Spuria hav-
_..._illlltllllllll-~~~~.,...~"""'~~~MioooliH!!\!.a~~t.M.l..,_..~:._......,._.,..r--____ ~l-,.--,_:~ ,-•) .... 
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Brue~ Springsteen .:..__Born in the 
U.S.A. 
By Mark Avery 
Staff ~riter 
· . By Mark Avery 
Staff Writer · From ·the first time. I ·heard B~i:,n to Run rev out of my stereo 
REVIEW /RECORD: speakers, ~·ve been an insatiable 
Metallica - Ride. the Li htnin .Bruce Spnngst.een fan. Old f~ns REVIEW /RECORD: Angel City 7-- Two·Minute 
Warning 
Rating System: · 
*-.·Poor 
** - Fair 
*** - Good 
**** - Excellent 
***** - aassic 
g · g (hke myself) will be pleased with 
Ride the Lightning is a very B.orn in the U.S.A., andl'm sure 
heavy metal album by Metallica. ~1s seven~? a!bum has earned 
This band from Norway has The Bo~s qmte a f~w new fa~s. 
been trying to break into the !he title track . invokes the 
U.S. metal market and I think pnde .and nostalgia .that every 
this album will do it'. The band is ~mencan should have . for 
composed of Cliff Burton on his/her country. It makes me. 
bass James Hetfield on rhythm want to stand up and .shout, "It's 
. . ' . . great to be an Amencan!". The Two-Minute Warning 1s gmtar and vocals, Lars Unch on f tl 1 d C M . Angel City's newest album and it drums, and Kirk· Hammett on requen Y P aye . over e is 
is a fairly good rock album. It lead guitar. The album starts follo_w~d by Darlmgto~ County, 
has . a progressive hard rock with a quiet guitar solo and a ~nvmg song. Working on. the 
. . ·. · Highway and Downbound 
sound that could be compared to breaks mto a heavy. fast song. 'T1 • f 11 th f .1. bl · • • i. ram o ow · e am1 tar ue Red Rider. Angel City is from Most of the songs are typ1f1ed by .11 th . h' •h· 11 A ]. d · d f R' k d · · h d 1 d b co ar eme, w ic eventua y ustra ia an is ma e up o ic· nvmg power c or s, ou ass 1 . t. 1• . p· . · d J h B · · d ·d l. · d 1 apses m o m on zre. an o n rewster on guitars, an rum mes, strame voca s, N S d . h.. h . d 
Jim Hilbun on bass, Brent Eccles and high-speed guitar solos. The ~ urren er 18 t e ar est 
on drums, and Doc Neeson on songs Fight Fire with Fire and rocbkmg,. as welhl as .the .
1
bmost 
vocals. The album has a few ·For Whom the Bell Tolls stand up eat song on t e ~ntire a. um,. 
' · "We made a promzse we swore 
songs that stand out. Under- out. The album also has a rather 'd 1 · · b. IN ground is a song that is sure to slow song Fade to Black and ·a .we a ways rem.em er · .. ~. 
get plenty of air play. Walking to long .· instrumental song (too retreat, . baby, . no. surrender. 
- Babylon, which has an interest.::. long), Call of Ktulu. The o"nly Dhrummh~r Mafxf Wemh~~i:~ rea!~Y 
· · · · · d · d s · 1. L · bl ·th th lb . th t s ows is stu on t ts cut:. ivo 1rig mtro uction, an tzctty zt., prQ . em w1 e a um is .· ~ · Surrender is followed by th~ , 
tie Bit eh also . s.tand . oµt .a,s. b.y side two, the song.s get repet1- h. t h' · B .b· b ... ·.:, .. :. ,. . . 
aspiring songs. Be With You is a tive. Overall,' Metallica is av:ry /:,rG~~~~o~~ an<fdl:r{b:;~ 
mellow .rock song which-doesn't good ~eav~ metal ban~ and R~de recall better times past. After 
match up to . the others. As a the L1ghtnmg proves it Dancing in the Dark, "The Boss" 
whole though, the r~cord is a pays. homage to his ·youth in My 
gQod rock album. ' My rating: *"'*1/2 Hometown. . , · 
I 982's ·acoustical Nebraska; 
nevertheless, it is still good, old..; 
time, classic rock 'n' roll. All I've 
got to say is, if you're not a 
Springsteen fan, why on Earth 
aren't you? . 
Critic's 
Corner 
CAPSULE REVIEW I MOVIES: 
Jotinny Dangerously -.Bugsy Malone$ould pe mortified, but 
this movje is a good spoof on gangsters. Michael Keat.on is a 
respectable nightclub owner to' his mom and brother, who never 
stispecfthat beneath his calm and gracious exterior bea.ts the heart· 
of the biggest mobster in the city. Joe Piscopo is so point-blank 
sadistic he's humorous. Marilu· Benner is good, but .her part 
doesn't call for. much expertise. Dom Delouise makes an interest;.. 
ing pope,. and Maureen Stapleton adds real spice as Johnny's 
whiskey-toting mom. n you believe in the pure wito_f sarc~sm ~nd. 
understatement, this movie-is)i. decent laugh. And watch ou_t for 
the. bliitJ Wt lh, · tm's a great hit part. . 
-Nancy Roberso~ 
Staff Writer 
·Star1nan ~ This mov:~~ is a toucl}ing love story about a Ionely 
worna:~ ~nd ~n alienfro,m out,erspace. The wqµlan (Karen Allen), 
a r~ce~t wid~w,is"y~site~ lat~ on~ night by a creature (Jeff Bridges) 
who loo~s exac~ly like'herdead husband. ·Her initial fear SU bsides 
after she realizes the only thfog"he warits is to meet his.spaceship 
,before itleayes~ It isn't long before the U.S: Government·discovers 
the ali~n's.presence and takes an interest. T}le gover~nient wants 
to,study h11ll ...-:: dead; they'renot.interested in what he has to teach' 
our society. ~Attimes Starman s~e-msa little hoaky; but .if you liked 
.E.T., you'll·el).joy this«. . · 
. .. . · · "·,_Kristina Robbins 
• . . ···t 
r 
Photo by Saia Laypon 
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wAE W~ere w IS 
s Everybody? 
Interested in finding out more 
about the world you live in? 
Thursday, February 7 at 11:00 A.M. 
Room 309 - Conant Science Bldg. 
An organizational meeting will be held for all those 
interested in forming a Geography Club. 
Please attend! 
To be discussed: 
*Careers in Geographw & the Earth Sciences 
*Field Trips . 
*.TutorinaServices.,. .·· , l;~:.,O ... ~~ .. ~·: ·, •;' ~~ 0 ;!'Jo ::~,f,,c.,"\ '_.',~'.),' .. ~, 









*Order at the table in front 
of the bookstore during: 
\ 
Feb 4 thru Feb 14th 
9 a. m.~ to 3 p. m. 
ONLY$2.~00 
*to be delivered oh Feb 14th 
·¥ . 
.. 
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Welcome sports fans to The Comment's new sports column, This week was an excellent 
From the Manager's Desk. This column is devoted to those who one for B.S.C. athletics as all 
read the sports pages of newspapers and need a Rosetta Stone to teams went undefeated for the 
decipher what the writer is trying to say. This column, although first time in a long while. 
using editorial/poetic license to make it readable, will he straight The WOMEN'S BASKET-
forward and comprehensive. I also dedicate this column to the BALL team (15-1) continued 
late Ray Fitzgerald of the Boston Globe, who for so ·many years their winning ways trouncing 
gave his readers a purpose to read the sports pages of the Globe. Southeastern Mass. (84-62) on 
First from the Corrections desk, I wish to apologize to my Tuesday. Scoring in double fig-
readers about some errors I personally made in last week's issue. ures were Cathy Baker (18), 
In regards to th Celticsstory,thecut-offdatefordeciding.theEast Laurie O'Connell (12), and 
squad all-star coach was on Sunday January, 27th. Thanks to J oAnn Runge ( 10). Runge 
Larry Bird's last second inbounds play, Boston defeated Portland handed out (13) assists in the 
at the Garden, and K.C. Jones will coach the East squad on game as well. 
February 12. Second, we received a "threatening message" about The women hoopsters moved 
Cedric Maxwell that he lias said "DON'T CALL ME CORN- up a notch on the national poll 
_BREAD!!" My apologies. this week to the #4 position. The 
ForHeadCoachBoRuggieroandcompany,theLadyBearsof Lady Bears take on Fra-
Bridgewater are just a handful bf games away from clinching the mingham State (Feb. 4) and 
Mass. State Conference regular season title, and another trip to Clark at home· (Feb. 6) before 
the ECAC's. Cathy Baker, according to Coach Ruggi_ero after ·· their rematch with arch-rival 
their win over S.E. Mass University, could hit the 1,000 career Salem State on Saturday (Feb. 
point mark at Bridgewater against Clark University this Wednes- 9) at 5:30~ 
day night (WBIM-FM, 5:50pm) in what will be Bridgewater's The MEN'S BASKETBALL 
toughest test. Clark, as of press time, is ranked fifth in the New team (7-10) broke a five game 
England Division ill coaches poll. With only one loss, which came losing streak with a (108-99) 
against Rhode Island College at Providence, this will be the game decision over Nichols College. 
all of New England will have their eyes glued to finding out what Steve Pendenza led the Bears in 
happens. scoring with (30), followed by 
HIGH SCHOOL fanatics .... Holbrook has taken over where Rich Maguire(22) and Mark 
defending Mayflower League Apponequet is leaving off. Hal- Dias ( 19). 
brook qualified for MJAA tourney play last week, but the small While only ( 1-4) in the MAS-
school division is still up for grabs for the second playoff spot. CAC conference, the Bears have 
Upper Cape Regional(Bourne), South Shore Voke(Hanover), .a chance to act as a spoiler this 
and Sacred Heart(Kingston) are clawing away to decide who wiU ·week taking on conference 
make it to the playoffs . .Last· year Notfolk Aggie(Walpole) opponents Framingham and 
knocked South Shore out of the playoffs. This year, the Fighting Salem. 
...,,"""!t""''.__ ....,S~ru~nt~s:"'l(R::S'."::a~c:':'re':"!d~Ar:e~a:':!!''fll:"l')""'Jc~o~u:T:ta!l""·-i::5~e...ztT:n~e~t~ea~m!:!r<Mllf~o~g~o~."'"'A*'"'s;.,,i .... o"""r""t""'n~e:.;gt~r~ls~.-,--~ .. -T·he·"WOMEN'S GYMNAS-
Sacred Heart could have their best record in three years; and TICS team (4-0) ki1led Coast 
may just be this year's champion. For some good high school Guard (140.95-82.25). Perform-
basketball, go see the playoffs. Dates and times next week. ing well for the team has been· 
Finally, the sports department at The Comment takes pride in Joy Fessler (all-around), Ellen 
what we accomplish. In order for it to be an even more exciting Chevalier (vault, floor), Chris. 
accomplishment, we need students, faculty, and community peo- Anderson (floor), Gina Galle-
ple who read our paper to help us. If you are a student, and you rani (beam), Pam Watkins 
are interested in writing for The Comment. st.op by our offices (bars),; Shawn Herarty (vault); 
and attend a meeting. Meetings are held Tuesday and Thursday Deb Barlow (bars, beam), and 
mornings at 11:00 am. Join us! · Rheta MacNamara (vault, 
Until next week, get into the Bears spirit beam). 
Anthony G. Fagen Their biggest competition 
Sports Editor came yesterday when they took 
on Salem State here at B.S.C. 
,)-Iopefully, we came out on top. 
They take on UMaine - Far-
mington and West Point next 
Sunday (Feb. IO) at the Kelly 
Gym at 1 :00 o.m. 
BSC SWIMMERS I\OTCH 
FIRST VICTORIES 
Both the men's ( 1-3) and 
women's ( 1-4) swim teams 
gained their first victories of 
the season this past weekend 
with the men topping Provi-
dence College (58-54) apd the 
women edging Westfield State 
(61-57). 
Greg Cook led the guys with. 
first place in the 1000 Free 
(11: 10.3), 100 Free (49.85). Brad 
Vittam took a first on the 50 Free 
and a second in the 100 Free 
(51.83). Both Cook and Vittam 
have qualified for the New Eng-
lands 'in the IOO Free event. 
Peter·Berthiaume won the 500 
Free while Freshman Sc.ott 
Goodrich took the 200 Back in 
(2:14.7) .to qualify for.the New 
Englands as well. He also won 
the crucial 200 Breast (2:29.06) 
to set the stage for the BSC 400 
Free relay team {Cook, Vittam, 
Berthiaume, and Bryan King) to 
clinch the victory in the final 
event. 
In the women's meet the. 200 
medley of Laura Scirocco, 
Maura O'Neil, Ann Drolette, 
and Tammy Robichaud started 
things off with a first place finish 
(2:09.4). O'Neil continued her 
winning ways taking both the 
100 and 200 Backstroke . 
Ann Drolette was a double-
winner also with wins in the 100 
Fly and 500 Free. Laura Sci-
rocco bagged a couple of 
seconds in both. the I 00 Fly and 
200 Back. 
Kim Hill fook both the· one 
and three meter diving events 
with scores of (183.7) and 
(180.35). Her one meter score is 
her· highesr at BSC so far. 
The teams hope to continue 
their winning ways when the 
men travel to Holy Cross(Feb.5) 
and the women take on Salem 
State and M.I.T. · at M.I.T. 
(Feb.2). 
The. MEN'S (l-3) ·and 
WOMEN'S (l-4) SWIM team 
finally got their heads above: 
water with the men defeating 
Providence College (58-54) and 
the women taking W estfiel<l 
State (61-57). Greg Cook, Scott 
Goodrich, Maura O'Neil and 
An11 Drolette and Kim Hill were 
all, double winners this week. 
The B.S. C. WRESTLERS (5 
7) took two from Bowdoin (30. 
28) and UM~ss-Boston (36-12). 
Greg Wilson (150), Jeff Num-
melin ( 158) and Brian Mills ( 177) 
all won two matches each. They 
travel to Williams College this 
Saturday (Feb. 9) for their next 
match. 
SIDELINES: The BOOZE 
BAGS won their first women's 
basketball intramural game in 
three years. Needless to say they 
celebrated ... Cathy Baker was 30 
points shy of 1,000 points going 
into the Worcester game. She 
was also recently selected as a 
nominee for the COS IDA Aca-
demic All American team. Stay 
tuned for results ... I feel sorry for 
the people who didn't go on the 
ski trip to Bolton Valley. It was 
the best weekend of the year-
... Soft ball coach Dede Enaben-
ter has her troops on weights and 
a running program. Think she's 








The Bruins, having completed 
a seven game series against 
Adams Division rivals i'n which 
they compiled a record of 4-3-0, 
have moved into a tie for third 
place with the Quebec Nor-
diqu~s. Both teams have 55 
points, although the N ordiques 
have played less games. 
· Ray Barque, the Bruins lead-
ing scorer and the only member 
·of the team to be elected to the 
all-star game, was sidelined with 
a bruised shoulder. He is 
expected to return to action 
either Saturday·· against Win-
ni peg or Thursday when the 
Bruins play Hartford. 
Terri O'Reilly, who dumped 
Quebec's-·Wilf Paiemont on his· 
butt in retaliation for an incident 
in which Paiemont was said to 
have broken Charlie Simmer's 
jaw, got his 200th career goal in: 
.the same game. Not bad for a 
guy with the skating ability of a . 
jellyfish. Of course, for what he · 
lacks 1in speed he makes up many 
times over in hard work. 
·Mike Milbury has· gotten two 
goals in the last two game. Add 
these to all the ·other goals he's 
scored this year and you come up · 
with ·a total of ... three(3). Way to 
go big Mike! By the way nice 
slapshot you got there. The 
Bruins are now heading into a 




Bridgewqter ·St ate 
vs. 
Fitchburg State· 
Pre- Game show at 5:30pm 
Tuesday-February '12 
Monday, February 4, I 985 The Comment 
After a seven year struggle, 
the Bridgewater State Gymnas-
tics team defeated Rhode Island 
College of Providence last Wed-
nesday night at the Kelly 
Gymnasium. 
The final score of the meet 
was Bridgewater 144.8 - R.I.C .. 
139.7. 
The top pertormers on the 
vault were Rita Ma.cNamara, 
scoring a 8.2, and Sharon 
Heraty and Ellen Chevelier, 
each scoring a 7 .9. 
On the uneven bars ,the girls 
took all the top scores. Joy 
Fessler had the top score of the 
night with a 7. 75. Chris 
Andersen placed second with a 
score of 7.5, while Deb Barlow 
and Rita MacNamara placed 
third, each having scores of 7.0. 
Gina GaJJerani took first place 
on the balance beam scoring a 
7.35. Rita MacNamara took 
second with a score of 7.1 and 
Sharon Heraty took third with a 
score of 7.05. 
The floor exercise was the last 
event of the evening. Joy Fessler 
was the only Bridgewater gym-
nast that placed for the team .. 
Joy scored a proud 8.25. 
. Congratulations to . all the 
Bridgewater gymnasts! A vic-
tory well deserved. 
Chris Andersen 
Intramural 
Co-ed Bowling Leagues 
THREE 
STRINGS. $1.80 SHOES' INCL. 
Starting Da~es; 
Tues. Feb. 12th 4:00 p.m. 
~ 
·or 
Wed~ Feb. 13th 4:00 p.m: 
S~lect your league date and sign-up 
at the Intramural office or come 
~ to the Bowling Alley · 
Sponsored by ... 
A·CADEMY BOWL 
(next to Friendly's) 
60BROADST. 
BRIDGEWATER,:MA 02324. 
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Ellen Chevalier Chris Andersen, Rita McNarn-
BSC women's gymnastics is ara, and Deb Barlow swinging 
in the midst of enjoying a sucess- consistant routines. On the bal-
ful competitive season so far ance beam, Gina Gallerani 
with wins as of late against per- seems to have glue stuck"to the 
ennial rivals Rhode Island Col- bottom of her feet, while Rita 
lege of Providence, Westfield McNamara, Margorie Judge, 
State, and the Coast Guard · and Sharon Heraty are also 
Academy, which makes our sticking routines. Finally on the 
. record all together 4-0. This · floor exercise, which is always a 
team has shown the talent and crowd favorite, lively music 
the team spirit which has makes the gymnasts and the 
counted as the real score behind crowd psyched up. Chris 
our team victori:.:~s. Also, the Andersen, Ellen Chevalier, Joy 
support of the students attend- Fessler., and Deb Barlow's newly 
ing the meets enables the gym- put together routines make this 
nasts to get psyched up to win. another dependable, high scor-
We really appreciate the warmth ing event. 
shown to us so far, and will be in One important note is the 
need of that support for the real depth that our team possesses. 
test of our team strength in the Most teams have just enough 
remainder of our home meets. girls with the abilit:· to compete 
In s-pite of the loss of a few in each event. Bridgewater has 
-members to academic troubles more than enough gymnasts, all 
and/or injuries, BSC gymnasts of which are talented and able 
have stuck together and made enough to compete when 
up for these losses by consist- needed. 
antly scoring in the 140's, which Ag~n, we would really appre-
is a definite improvement from ciate the support for the 
last· season's seores. · Results remainder of our home meets . 
. frp,m the Jast thr~e meets h,ave _ Come a~d se~,; us "tumble for 
our laqies taking most of the top ya'!" 
spots 'on each event. On vault.. (EdUor's Note: Ellen Chevaliens 
.scores -of seven's and eight's tri-captai.n of this season's BSC 
have. been turned in by Sharon gymnastics team. She, along 
Heraty, Rita McNamara, Deb with other team members, will 
Barlow, and Ellen Chevalier.· be regular contributing repor~ 
iJ) POOL 
GP!::N T !ME: 
KELLY GYMNASIUM 
THIRD QUARTER SCHEDULE 
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'f,ARS Ir~· ::OR,ACT I CE'i 
VARS I T'i' .-; r'MNF-.ST I CS MEET 
'/ ARS IF liO~E'J' S BASKETBALL 
VARSITY MEN'S BASKETBALL 
I NTRAMUP.AL SPORTS 





RESERVED Tl ~·lE: 
P,F.POBI CS 
VARSITY PRACTICES 
I NTRAMUPAL SPORTS 
8-1 Jam 2-3pm, 6-JCJ:30pm B-9:15~m, ll-12pm, 6-10:30pm 
B-1 Jam, 2-3pm, 6-7:30pm 
6-10:30pm 
3-6pm 
Jan 30 (7:00), Feb 16 (2:00), Feb 17 (2:00) 
I 0-1 I an, I- 3pm 
B-1 Zpm~ 
I 0-11 am 
10-1 Ian, 2-3pm 
Mnnua'r-f'ridi3'( 3-Gpm 
Jan le (7:00l, Jan 23 <7:00l, Feb 3 (2:001 
~eb 10 (I :OOl, reb 23 12:001 
Jan 30 (6:001, Feb 16 ~2:00) 
Ji::n 17 (6:00J, Jan 19 (2:00), Jan 2t. (7:001 
Feb 2 (6:001, Feb 6 (6:00), Feb 9 (b:OOI 
Feb 12 [6:00J, Feb 22 (7:00) 
Jan 17 U3:001, Jan 19 (4:CJOl, Feb 2 18:00) 
Feb 6 (3:001, Feb 9 (8:00J, Feb 12 (8:00l 
Sunday-Thursday 3:30-1 lpm 
i1-'?am, 2- 3om 
3-3pm 
8-9am, I 0- I 2pm, 2- 3pm 




whenever there ·is ,1 vars i t·1 home ,~3me or match for a winter sport, that 
spC:,rtL; requL:ir pracTice time is open for recreational-use on that la;. 





WOMEN' ; '!IE I '~HT TRAIN l NG 
VARS IT'{ SW H·flil I w; . 
VARS IT'f SOFTBALL 
e} •PEE, WE I GHT RC?Q~-\ 
rJf"'F.JI TI >1E: 
~. 1r.1n /Th• Jr-:. 
r, i ~a-.· 
unoav 
.~ESEP1/.ED TI '~E: 




\'-ie.j/Fr i 3-4pm 
Mon/Wed 6-7pm, Fri- 4-5pm 
I I :irr:- ! '~': 30µm 
I I a~-7: 30pm 
b- ! ) : ;.Q;in 
Parallel bars. is another high "'ters to the Sports· department.) 
scoring event with Joy f ~ssler, ~..::.::__:_~-~_:_~-'-.....:.._....--.!.__:__.:__:__:_ _ _:.:__:__ __ ~-----------:---:------------:---:--------1 \JARS I TY TEN-15 T.S.A. 
NOBODY BEATS OUR 
VALUETONEWYORK. 
We've just lowered our fares to New York 
nearly 50°/o. ·To just $19, coach, Friday to 
Sunday. Monday to T~ursday it's only $25. 
That's the best travel value going, peak 
or off-peak. And when you bring the kids 
along, you'll save even more-children 
under 12 go for half price. 
But money is just part of the reason for 
taking Amtrak. You see, the train ·actually 
makes travel a pleasant experience. Our 
spacious, s;eclining seats are like no others. 
And where else can you find aisles wide 
enough for a leisurely stroll? 
Not to mention our ~mcafe, where you 
can get a sandwich, snack or beverage, 
whenever you like. . . 
Oh, there's one more thing. On Amtrak, 
you can go from downtown Boston or the 
:Route· 128 Station to midtown Maohattan, 
Newark, or suburban Amtrak stations. -
So the next time you're headed to the 
Big Apple, call your .' , 
travela-gent or call 
Amtrak at 1-800-~SA­
RAlL. And ask about 
a fare and a travel . 
experience that can't 
be beat. 
Some restrictions may apply. 
AMTRAK TICKET OFFICE LOCATION: 





SGA report for the January 28, will be held at the next meeung. 
1985 Senate meeting. Changing to New Business, 
· Oops! First let's go back a Senator Gelineau moved to sus-
week, the SGA January 22 meet- pend the order of business and as 
ing had two of our favorite. Sena- soon as that motion was passed 
tors missing. To Senators introduced the ·society for the 
Mankavech and Manzo, it just Advancement of Management 
wasn't the· same without ya! Science's constitution for ratifi-
(Good move, Executive Secre- cation. (No, gang, it's NOT on 
tary Santheson, on finding a the agenda. Greg is just trying to 
Pro-tern.) Attendance for the confuse us.) Funding for the club 
meeting of the 28th will be was motioned to Ways and 
printed next week. Means. Next, Senator Hayes 
So back to the meeting at decided to withdraw her motion 
hand, the minutes were on putting cigarette and stamp 
approved and then the Commit- machines at the Hill.(Will inten-
tees were suppose to submit tioned, · Peggy, sorry!) The 
reports. Since it was the first motion has been given to the 
week the Committee System has Exec Board at the Hill. Cabinet 
been used, there was a little con- Advisor McLaughlin submitted 
fusion, but by ·next week the a motion to gather information 
· Committees should be working pertaining to the 1985-1986 aca-
up to par. demic calendar. The work will be 
There was no problem with done by the Educational Affairs 
the financial report (Thanks, Co mm it tee, assisted by 
Nadine!), so everyone turned McLaughlin and Senator 
their attention to President Law- Lanata. Assistant Treasurer 
rence for the Executive Report. Beaton moved to refer addi-
The Man From the Blue Office tional funding for the Heritage 
reminded the committees they Day Parade to the Ways and 
must meet, then gave the Senate · Means Committee. A letter will 
the good news first .. The Board be sent on the Senate's behalf to 
of Governors are supportive of V.P. Deep expressing the 
the SGA's planned move. The Senate's concern on the Wood 
T.V. sets carrying announce- Hall parking situation. Finally, 
ments in the Communter Cafe, thanks to the dedication of many 
once put . into operation, will people, the Commuter Coali-
need tapes that SGA Senators tion's constitution was ratified. 
will be trained tp type ,up. The and the ossibilit of fundin is 
bad··n:iew: : ·e1ng''~ me y :ays· an 
turned the floor over to Student. Means. (Commendations go t.o 
Tru s. tee Matthew Peter Kim, Brian, Denis and all others 
Donaghue, . who regretfully who have been working on the 
resigned from his position. project!) 
Donagh-ue's dedication and hard SGA announcements were 
Monday, February 4, 1985 The Comment 11 
B.S.C.T.S. 
By 
Carl Dietz and Lisa Kenney 
Contributing Writers '" 
The Bridgewater State Col-
lege Transit Serevice began 
operation on January 17, 1984 
with 18 drivers, 3 buses and an 
operations manager. In its first 
year of operation the transit ser-
vice had many changes. In Sep-
tember the service .increased its 
Brockton Service by 25%, which 
more than doubled its ridership 
of the previous semester. With 
September also came a wheel 
chair equipped van allowing 
B.S.C.T. to transport disabled 
students around campus. In 
October the responsibility of 
transit service management was 
taken on by students under close 
supervision of Peter Hartel -and 
Brockton Area Transit. 
In 1984 B.S.C.T.S. serviced 
235,720 riders made up of stu-
dents, faculty, and townspeople. 
January 1985 brought a 53% 
improvement in ridership from 
the same period last year with 
over 22,500 passengers. 
During the semester break 
B.S.C.T.S. licensed 8 new driv-
ers, who include:· Kathy Boyd, 
Lance Cudjoe~ Elaine Flaherty, 
Athena Lightbourne, Joh~ 
Lynch, Ralph Martignette, Jim 
Rockett, and Walter Paschal, 
which gives the transit service a 
total of 24 drivers. A special 
thanks to B.A.T. for providing 
which will enable our d;rivers to . 
provide more reliable service on 
all bus routes. If there are any 
questions or suggestions con-





The Society for the· Advance-
ment of Management Science, 
met Tuesday at 11 :00 a.m. in L-
238. The meeting was very pro·-
ductive and the group is showing 
great progress towards establish-
ing their club on campus. 
S.A.M.S. goals for the semester 
were discussed; as well as fund 
raisers and any new ideas the 
group had. The S.A. M.S. 
faculty . advisor, Professor Carl 
Donchess added his positive 
views on how well the club was 
progressing this semester. Some 
of his ideas for the club will help 
us gain more knowledge .on 
entering the business field on the 
right foot. The four officers pres-
ent at the meeting, President 
Mike Romano, Vice President 
Greg Gelineau, Treasurer Colin 
McFarland, and Public Rela-
tions Director Teresa Jennings, 
each took the floor and 
explained where they personally 
felt the organizatio11. was headed. 
They believe the students' input 
and hard work would be the key 
to S.A.M.S. success at Bridge-
water State. S.A. M.S. welcomes 
any students interested in joining 
the club at their next meeting, 
Tuesday, February 5 at 11 :00 in 
L-238. 




ln the first of what may 
become weekly press conferen-
ces, SGA President Denis Law-
rence touched upon several 
issues of importance to the stu-
dent body. 
Lawrence stated that he is sad-
denned by the resignation of 
Matthew Peter Donaghue from 
his position as Student Trustee. 
He complimente~ Donaghue's 
cated that his personal support 
for anyone running for office 
would probably be kept low key 
and among friends. 
Speaking on the Commuter 
Coalition, Lawrence was pleased 
that the club's constitution was 
passed. Although a club needs to 
be inactive for a semester to 
receive funding, Lawrence sup-
ports partial funding so that the 
· · · .,elf ...... ,, 
the President 
announced tentatively that he 
will be appointing two Associate· 
Justices to the Student Court. 
He did not mention who he had 
asked if he would be endorsing 
any candidate for the position in 
the upcoming election Lawrence 
replied adamently, "I do not 
believe in political endorse-
ments." Further, Lawrence indi-
work will no doubt be missed in read and the meeting was. •••••llll••••••••••••••••••••••••••llll•••••••I the SGA and by the- student adjourned. 
~n mind by name. the transit office at 697- J 319. 
body as a whole. It's good to see the Exec Board 
Under Old Business we find and all the Senators have come 
the allocation of funds for the back from break happy. healthy, 
Earth Science a~d Geography and ready to wqrk. The enthusi-
Club sent back to Ways and asm the SGA has for this semes-
Means, while debate on the issue ter is evident in the concern its 
of an increase of hours for Roz members are displaying for the 
Morrison, the SGA secretary, issues at hand. Keep it up! 
t .!At .!. I .!.11!. J .!.1.!. I .!.I.!. I .!. I .!. I J. I .!. t .t I J. t .t I J.1.!. I .!. I .!. l.!.1.!. I.!. I J. i J; I ..!A: 
The Environmental Protection Agency has sued Massachu-
setts's State Environmental Protection Agencies to help speed up 
the process of cleaning -up the polluted Boston Harbor. U.S. 
District Attorney William Weld said the _lawsuit is designed to 
create a schedule for the 2 billion dollar clean up. Daily fines of 
$10 000 have been instated to create an incentive for the Massa-chu~etts's agencies to keep to ~he schedule. Presently 460 million 
gallons are processed by ancient treatment facilities· on harbor 
islands. The result· is that the Boston HarboT is one of the_ most 
polluted in New England. 
Franc.is Beary will present a travelogue entitled "Our National 
Parks" at the Bridgewater Public Library on Tuesday, Februa.ry 
12th at 7:30 p.m, . · . 
· Mr. Beary's trip will begin in Vail and Aspen, and will move on 
to the Colorado National Monument. Mesa Verde National Park, 
the only national park dedicated to the study of man, will be 
visited next to study the interesting cave dwellings. The travelogue 
will continue to the colorful Brye~ and Zion National Park. The 
old mining towns of Durango, Silverton, ano Jackson Hole will . 
be visited on the way to the final destination of Salt Lake City, 
in the Freshman Center. lfiE 
WRITING 
CENrER 
MaxweU Library ..; First floor 
Park Avenue entrance 
. 
'~.·.·.·.,,., .. •.·.:., .. :·.:: .. :, ..... ,,"·.·· .. · .•. ·.· ~··· 
"'.11•.1,, •••• •• 
' I '• t t • ~• • ••• 
• "' ? • \" - •. 
'PROFESSIONALTUTORING TO ALL STUDENTS 
IN THE COLLEGE 
. *INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNOSIS OF WRITING PROBLEMS 
"EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC WRITING SHILLS 
*TECHNIQUES OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY 
(CURING WRITER'S BLOCK) 
•EDITING AND REVISING 
~WRITING WORKSHOPS IN SPECIAL TOPICS 
*AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION 
*ENGLISH-AS A SECOND LANGUAGE ~NSTRUCTION 
*RESEARCH SKILLS 
*A su~PORTIV:E READER WHb oo'f~ NOT GIVE GRA.DES 
HOURS: 
Mol)day: 9 a.in: · 3. p.m. 
Tuesday: 10:00 a.m .. 3 p.m. 
Wednesday: 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Thursday: 10 a.m. - 3.p.m. 
Friday: 9 a.m ... '2 p.m.1 
which is ·rich in Mormon history. . .· 
. Mr. Bea~y has presented many interest.ing travelogues ~t the 
library and throughout the area. His programs .a~ways depict the 
: beauty and uniq:ue cha~ater of each place .he v1~1ts. . . . . . 
~ 
• .. ,,~~-----~-.. ----------.,-----------------, 
1.•,. .. .. . ST.UDENXSPECIAL! ·I 
Please join us forth1s free progn1m which will be held i~ the 
library's-m:eeting room. The program is sponsored by the Friends 
of the Bridgewater Public Library. 
I ·. ':"". ,·°' ,,,.. .. .. · ·- , .. ·. '.· .1 :·.· . •• ,·· • I 
I. P1foRiMPETCE}ff[R 20%'·0FF i. ~" 
Tropical Fish • Bi~ds I With this coupon & B.S.C. ID Kappa Phi Omega is sponsoring Candy-grams for a~y occa~ion! Small Animals *Reptiles I Birthdays, anniversaries or just to make som~one smil~. Deliver- 1 · 23 CENTRAL SQUARE Dog & Cat Supplies Excluding discounted items I 
ies can be made only on campus; for more mformatlon and to I BRIDGEWATER, MA02324 · & I 
-~~~~=~~!~~~~-~~~~ 
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Dear P.J., 
After graduation in May I will 
be entering the working world., T 
have no idea how to compile all 
of my work experience into some 
semblance of order. I ~ould like 
to know where I can get some 
help? How can I compile my life 




Believe rne, you are not alone 
in feeling anxious about your 
future. The Career Planning and 
Placement office, located on the 
grou~d floor of the Student 
Cnion, can help you transpose 
your education, . work expe-
rience, and extracurricular activ-
itit:s onto a resume. 
CPP does not find jobs for 
students but is willing to assist 
students in their jog search. For 
more information on what the 
CPP Office can do for you, see 
your student handbook and by 
all means stop by and talk with 
the people from the Career Plan-
ning and Placement office. They 
are more than happy to help. 
Horoscope 
ARIES (Mar 21-Apr 20) A 
stranger will call. and ask for a 
favor. 
TAURUS {Apr 20-May 21) If 
you were born in the year of the 
pig, watch out for slick mud. 
GEM/Nl(May 22-June 21) The 
scales are not in your fa var this 
week. Beware of the fish. 
CANCER (June 2~~july 23) The 
love of your llfe will give you a 
present you'll never forget. 
LEO(July 24-Aug 23) The new 
man.th should bring great 
happiness. 
VIRGO<_ Aug 24-Sept 23) Happ~ 
ihess is hard to find, make a new 
friend, it may be the key. 
LIBRA(Sept 24-0ct 23) Good 
times with your lover are in the 
future. 
SCORPIO(Oct 24-Nov 22) 
Watch out for icey roads, they 
are mean trouble. 
SAGITTARI[/S(Nov 23-Dec 
21) A person.' you have been 
scoping will finl;lllY ask you out. 
CAPRICORN(Dec 22-Jan 20) 
Your love life shall increase in 
value. 
A QUARIUS(Jan 21-Feb 19) 
Your search for the perfect lover 
with tons of money continues. 
PIECES(Feb 20-Mar 20) Your 
friends,, will come to help when 
you need them most. 
.~· llllllllllllH•lllHMWlllillfllllllll•lll•-
Monday, February 4, 1985 
DEAR P.J. 
Dear P.J. 
When I first moved into the 
dorm, I thought it would be 
great to live away from home 
and have the chance to meet new 
friends. At first my roomates 
and I got along just great, but 
lately things have been awful. I 
went away for a weekend and 
when I came back things were 
very different. I don't know what 
I did but one of my roomates will 
· not even talk to me! I've tried to 
find out what's wrong or what I 
did, but she just ignores me. 
Once in awhile she will say some-
thing, but only if it is absolutely 
necessary. I have tried to find out 
through my other roomate and 
friends, but even they did not 
know what was wrong. I'm 
beginning to. get upset. I would 
like any suggestions on how to 




A TTENT/ON SENIORS 
Dear Roomate, 
Living with two people who 
you don't know very well can be 
very trying. The only way to 
work this out is to keep the com-
municatio"n lines open. Find a 
time when all of you can sit down 
and talk. Try to get everything 
out in the open. Explain that you 
don't know what you did and 
that you would like to clear ever-
ything up. You may find that 
they are just as willing to talk as 
you are. If she is not willing to 
talk, try writing her a letter as to 
how you are feeling. 
Don't give up trying to work 
this problem out. Otherwise, you 
may develop a lasting resent-
ment toward each other. All that 
you may need is to set up a time 
when the three of you can ta! k. 
Good Luck 
P.J. 
Send questions to the·Comment 
office in care of Dear P . .J. 
Hopefully senioritis i.s begin~ · All senior portraits a.nd' artis-
ning to spread here. ·at BSC. tic materials are due PRIOR to 
Have you caught any symptoms spring break. We hope to see you 
yet? Well some of· us have at one of our meetings. Our staff 
because a record number· of is small but competenL·'fheyare 
se~ior portraits have already Ralph Sinplair and Kim Belland 
been taken! This promises to be -Co-Editors, Sara Layport-
the best yearbook· ever so get Photo Editor, Geoff Ross-Sports 
. involved! We need poetry and Director, Greg Mathis-Copy 
your photographic skills. Do Editor, Heidi Hinds_-Publicity 
you have a great picture you'd Director, Beth Johnson and Deb 
like put in? It can be in color or Santheson -Staff Members .. As 
black and white. Stop by MON- you can see we need all the help 
· DA.Y at 4:00 in the YEAR- we can get so stop by! The more 
BOOK OFFICE (behind '[HE people the better yearbook-your 
COMMEN1) for our meetings. yearbook!!! 
Note these dates: STUDIO I will 
be in the make-up room of the 
S.U .. for Senior Portraits Febru-
_ary 26, 27, 28 and March 26 and 
















by Kimberly J. M;urphy 
mut~r is easily spotted by the;-1) 
glassy eyed stare resulting from 
the constant vigil for speed traps 
and parking spaces; 2) the cup of 
coffee surgically grafted into the 
spare left hand; 3)·the 16 books 
stuffed into either a backpack or 
bookbag; 4) the jumper cables 
and rosary beads hanging out 
the back pocket.) Also, the C. C. 
will inform all students as to the 
works of the Commuter Coali-
tion, S. G.A. President Denis 
Lawrence Jr. who is very sup-
portive of .the Commuter Coali-
tion (perhaps because he is a 
founding member) and other 
concerned students. But most 
importantly, this will give com-
muters a cha:Q.Ce to voice their 
own particular pet peeves, off er 
solutions for problems, suggest 
their own special ideas, and get 
dates for Saturday nights. 
Yet, like all new columns, I 
will need your response to make 
it all worth while. Concerned 
students are the sort tht make 
things happen, that make all 
commuter related incidents 
change for the better. Cofi1mu-
ters are somewhat known for 
being apathetic -no- actually 
down right poopy. I hope to hear 
at ieast something by next week, 
anything (But, unfortunately I 
will not be following in Ann · 
Landers footsteps by polling 
commuters to see whether they 
pref er hugging to the Act or to 
bowling. Maybe next week.) 
So far the only concerned stu-
dents who have really talked to 
me was President l:a wrence, 
Senator Bryan Jenney, 1988 
Assistant Treasurer John J. ·Be~~ 
ton Jr., and former Editor-in-
Chief Gregory C. mathis who 
has looked in to a commuter 
five-Meal Plan but is waiting for 
concerned students to help him. 
So far, so good (although this 
is my first article.) I hope to hear · 
fr<;>m you guys-so keep those 
cards· and· letters pouring iri, . 









For Sale 1980 Chevy Camero 
automati(f,, v6, Am/ Fm. stereo 
cassette 53,000 miles, excellent 
condition , $5000. call 826-8943 
Standard Mark III series 130 
watt; sun cabinet 6-10 in. speak-
ers $400 or best offer, contact 
Ray in 502 Durgin or leave a 
message at the Hill front desk. 
697-1310 
Dieter's Dilemma 
Do you have a friend, roommate, or know of someone who 
seems .to have bad eating habits? Do you suspect she may be 
·heading towards anorexia or bulimia? · 
A fellow Bridgewater State College student of yours, who is a 
recovering bulimic, knows and understands many of the problems 
1 you are going through and would like to share her experience with 
, you and her approach to recovery. 
Plymouth County Room 
(Opposite the Student Union Director's Office) 
Tuesday Evenings 7-9 
BOTTLE/CAN RETURNS AT PURITY CAN BENEFIT 
CANCER SOCIETY 
Beginning Feb.3, Pµrity Supreme Inc., and the American 
Cancer Society will join forces to offer area shoppers the oppor-
tunity to help def eat cancer. 
Interested customers may contribute their bottles and can dep-
osit money to the American Cancer Society by returning their 
deposits to any Massachusetts or Connecticut Purity Supreme 
supermarket or Heartland food warehouse. 
Redemption receipts will be stamped at each store's Bottle 
Return Area. Contributions will be sent to the American Cancer 
Society at the end of each week. 
Any motions from Senators to appear on tl~e agenda should i:v 
submitted to Roz by 2:30 p.m. each Monday. All motions "withii 
reason" will appear on the agenda. They may be submitted by am 
student, club, organization, elected official, etc ... but must bt 
sponsored by a member of the Senate in order to appear on tht 
official agenda. · 
Motion forms will be available from Roz. 
Monday, February 4~ I 985 The Comment 
ANNOUNCEMENTSAttention all Clubs On Thursday, Feb-
ruary 12, there will. be a MANDATORYmeeting for ALL 
CLUBS and ORGANIZATIONS recognized by the S.G.A. This 
meeting will be held at 11 :00 in the Organizations Room, 3rd floor 
Student Union. Please send a Repre!'entative. 
S.G.A. ELECTION 
Student Trustee Vacancy: Position open to all Bridgewater 
State College students. Nomination papers go out F~bruary I I, 
1985. Must be returned by Feb. I 9. 1985 at 3:00 p.m. Primary ios 
scheduled for March4, 1985 and the final election is scheduled for 
March 28, 1985. ~ 
Financial Aid 
All interested applicants for financial aid must file an F.A.F. 
with the College Scholarship Service. The deadline for filing an 
F.A.F. to be considered for the Massachusetts Board of Regents 
State Scholarship Proigram as well as the Pell Grant program, 
Supplemental Grants, National Direct Student Loans, College 
Work Study, and Tuition Waivers will need to file an F.A.F. form 
postmarked no later than March 1st, 1985. 
These deadlines are important for early consideration and 
priority. Applications filed after these dates will be accepted, but 
placed on a waiting list. 
In conjunction with the F.A.F., you must also submit a Bridge-
water Financial Aid Application along with a copy of the approp-
riate 1984 Federal Income Tax Returns to the Financial Aid office 
by April 15, 1985. These forms are available in the Office of 
Financial Aid, Tillinghast Hall. 
A new Managemellf Clubhas been formed and everyone is 
welcome to join. The objective of the club is to help advance 
management students into a positive career direction. Trips, lec-
tures, and workshops are just a few ideas we have brewing. We 
want to hear your input. Our meetings are held on Tuesday in the 
library, room 238 at 11 :00. 
started another succesful semester of practice with master Tabata 
and master Resende's. · 
All students interested in joining are urged to come. to any 
pn,tctice, in U G•4 in the Student Union every Tuesday, Wednes-. 
day, 'and Thursday from 7:30-9:00. 
13 
Do yourself a favor and learn self defense, lose weight, or just ..;.. _ 
get in shape! No experience needed. 
The Multicultural Committee of Bridgewater State College pres-
ents the film, "M", to be hosted by Professor Betty Mandell, 
Social Work, on Tuesday, February 12, at 7:30 P. M.in the Dial 
Accesss Veiwing Room on the ground floor of the Maxwell 
Library. The film is free and open to the public. Refreshments will 
be served. For more information, call 697-1334. 
The Anderson Oallery of.Bridgewater State College presents the 
clay and metal works of John Heller, Professor of Art at Bridge-
water State College. The artwork will be on display through 
February 15. The Anderson Gallery, located inthe Art Building of 
Bridgewater State College, is open Monday through Friday from 
8:00 a.m.- 3:30 p.m. For more information. call 697-1359. 
The Maxwell Library of Bridgewater State College presents the 
exhibits, the "History of Theater at Bridgewater" i.n the Heritage 
Roomni on the first floor of the Library, and ;'Lincoln's Life in 
Photographs" in the Special Collections Room on the third floor 
of the.Library. A special exhibit for Black History Month will be 
on display in the lobby of the Library. For information on hours, 
call 697-1392. 
The Southeastern Association for Cooperation in Higher Educa-
tion inMassachsetts (SACHEM) presents the lecture, "America's 
Cha~\&ng Sense of Identity: l 900-1980" to be given by Professor 
PhflWp 1§. Dalton on Thurday, February 21 at 11 :00 a.m. in the 
Horace Mann Auditorium.of Boyden Hall at Bridgewater State 
College. The lecture i~,free, and open to the.public. Refreshments 
will" be serv.ed Qeginning at 10:30 a.m. Ft':rmorc information. call 
697-1334. 
Sports events for the week: Men's Basketball against Fitchburg 
State at 8:00 p.m. on February 12; Women's Basketball against 
Fitchburg State at 6:00 p.m. on February 12~ Men's Swim Team 
against Bates at 2:00 p.m. on February 16; Wrestling against 
Maine Maritime at.2:00 p.m. on February 16. 
14 The Comment Monday, February 4, 1985 
~ Job Applicant: I won several 
~ prizes in a crossword puzzle and 
5 slogan-writing contest. -~===-S Employer: Sounds good, but I'm· 
§ looking for somebody who will 
5 be smart during office hours. 
·5 Job Applicant: Oh! But this was I during working '.hours. 
= § MulHfarious (mul'te-far'i-es) 
_ ~ having many kind~ of parts or 
s elem1.:nts; of great variety; 
- HORDS OF WISDOM 
ANWSERS TO LAST WEEKS 
·TRIVIA 
1. A. Steve Hughes 
B. Timmy Shindler 
2. A Pond 
3. Sara 
4. John Kiley--organ player 
5. Larry Bird 
6. Whitey 
7. no.i 
8. Ed Suliivan 
9. Mik~ Douglas 
I 0. Martlet Importing Com-
pany, Grcatneck, N. Y. 
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the Class of '85 
~\J,~~J T-Shirts for Seniors!!! \I ! the r 
i Class of '85 ~r: 
j •11 
' f:-~.~·~-~~-__/; 
••c()me C>n Senivrs & 
ShC>W YC>Ur spirit•• 
Spvnsvred bY the Class ()f ·s~ 
.=;_I diverse; manifold. 
§ Being profane does not necessar-
~-= i~r make you profound. ~ 
§ 
12 In S-208 at 11 :00 a.m. ~· 
Word Twisters 
d·a v-e e 
l·I I l*I I 
-k e rm c yo--
1 I *111 lJ I 
i i ]- t -b a y · 
1*111~1 I 11 
s n e.f d u· f 
;1 · 1 · 1 ... J~1.:J.:,,.1 .... l ... ,, 
j1~Ja:~.:t~, ·;,.,~ ~~,:~ ~' ~~:J''" ~':.-~~,~~;-wJ~~ l ::.t ~"''t~J,o~~:.r~ 
What the intoxicated millionaire 
was in more ways than one. 
·ft 
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l~(:·,-7 L ·/- L (,-£. T 
pJ. 
Word Search 
1. Boyden 6. Friend 11. Papers 
2. Bus 7. Help 12. Quiz 
3. Club Soda 8. Homework 13. Rat 
4. Dance_ 9. Info Booth. 14. Test 
5. Dinne'r 10 .. Lu~ch 15 .. Time 
GREEK LETTERS 
Greek letters 
Kappa Phi Omega 
In the fall of 1982, the three 
fraternal organizations, Si~ma 
Chi, Alpha Upsilon and Phi Pi 
Delta, a coe9 fraternity, were all 
growing rapidly. In the Spring of 
1983 five women from the Hill 
felt a definite need for a Sorority 
at B.S.C.~ an organization that 
could offer the women of the col-
lege a new choice in the Greek 
System, something they C\.mld 
call their own. 
~ "We needed a group of young 
women who were willing to r.m 
in the· time involved in the stan-
ing of a sorority," explained Jo 
Ann McCulskey, past President 
and one of the founding sisters 
who, with Jeanette Humphreys, 
Amy Josephs, Linda Swenson, 
and Lisa Beaulieu founded the 
Kapp Phi Omega sorority. By 
May of I 983, twenty-seven 
women had become involved 
with the only recoginzed soro~ity 
on campus. 
The foundation of Kapp::i Phi 
Omega focused u:pon three prin-
ciples : friendship, scholarship, 
and service to the college and the 
community. The forty-two sis~ 
ters . foster many long lasting 
friendships among themselvt::s, 
kend, and the Chinese deligation 
visit last semester. Similary, two 
Christmas Toy Drives and a 
Canned Food drive were spon-
sored by Kappa Phi Omega. 
Plans for a clothes drive to 
benifit the shelter for Battered 
Women further exemplifies their 
commitment to community 
service. ,..., 
· The uniqueness of the sorority 
is that it is not a club which can 
be joined and then upon gradua-
tion membership ends. Sorority 
members are sisters for life, they 
all experience a special feeling, a 
sense of responibility for each 
other and themselves which 
doesn't end after graduation. 
Ttie term "Sister" truly applies to 
the women of Kappa Phi Omega 
apid all agree that the sorority 
will have a great impact on their 
college years and many years 
after leaving B.S.C. 
Jeannine Aronson 
PHl BETA SIGMA 
of the lnernational Aviation 
Fraternity ALPHA ETA 
RHOlnvites All Aviation Stu-
dents to a RUSH RECEPTION 
fEB. 12 In S-208 at 11 :00 a.m. 
members of the community and Phi Pi Delta wishes to thank 
other intrafraternal organiza- all the people who were there to 
tions. Strong dedication to .bleed ~or those in need this past 
maintaining and building friend- week Thanks to you, the blood 
ships is evident in their uphold- drive \\as a success. 
ing of t~e second. principk·, UPCOMING EVENTS 
scholarship. All sisters are , , · · · 
required to 1 · d Be sure not to miss the Valen-ac 11eve goo aca- t. , ... j.. d h W d 
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See your Jostens representative. 
., 
Place: Front of Bookstore 
VIS.t' 10 a.m. -· 3 p.m. ..M(£ 
____ D_ep_o_s_it_: _$_20_._o_o_ Ea~:J 
Date: February 19, 20, 21 Time: 
I 
l!~ \984 loslcns, Inc. 
I 
Payment plzms aw1ilablc. \ dem.ic. standiu ... · l!t f . 'Jn . 1.f:~.S ( r.I ~' anc:e at, t e . 00 ~fi 
b ...... d .. &d·"f~~-11~ial!M~.~101M .... 1 .. mem ers, m a · 1t10n t.o i>1sters · .: · ·. . . ' • ., , , • 0 r·~~r~i\i'1.1l..;'.?j~:;~'.f';i;;?-"i~i>i~'"". 
·w1N AFREECLASSRING' are Offe d d . ~ ' recet\.'I" ..:.·arnat10ns. at the doo. r. re aca emic ass1sta nee · · f .0 · b f , . Rem em r,e: .to. brmg your danc-r m any mem er o tne sorontv · 1 ' if it is needed. Finally. the sorori- mglfs we& · · t t d · .b 
t 's com "t · · , you are m eres e. m ecom-c~mm u ~1 men~ toli c1..·~ege and ing a brqther or siste'r in the best 
.. ni Y ser~'lC'e ta:> een rec- coed · fraternity on campus, 
ogmzed ?Y their wcrk on t_hree KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN. 
Blood d nves a March •of Dime· · · 
' . . ~ Watch tor signs around campus 
Walk-a-thon, as:::.istanc:e durmg tcllin}?. vou when and where the 
'.commencements, Parents Wee- p• · r)· ·,) I R I p ·11 b 
n1 rt J. P la us l artyw1 e. 
Unsung Hero 
Our unsung hero of the week I 
is Bea Wood. She is a member of 
the hard working team that liter-
ally keeps the student body f:tl 
their feet. The team I'm speaking 
of is the food service staff at Tilly 
of which Bea has been a member 
of for almost thirteen years. Bea 
and her husband of thirty-three 
yers reside four· miles down the 
street from B.S.C. They are the 
proud parents· of four children 
and are also grandparents of 
four grandchildren. Bea enjoys 
her work in the cafe at Tilly 
where .she spends five hours per 
day. She s.ets up' and serves the 
food to the lunch crowd that des-
cends upon Tilly each afternoon. 
I asked her what it's like to deal 
with the students of B.S.C. Bea 
answered that "they are polite 
and friendly people to dealwith" 
and that makes her job more 
pleasurable. 
In the thirteen ye~s of working 
at Tilly Bea has seen the dining 
hall transformed into a nicer 
place, The refinishing of tables, a 
new paint job, and the new floor 
have au enhanced the· cafe's 
a~~"ai.~ l!Ce. I questioned if t~1ere 
was any room for improvement 
~· ,..-.,. ... . .. : l)at she would 
11ke to see a solution for the 
problem of the .overcrowding 
and the hassle of the lunch rush 
hour acceptabte for both the stu-
dents and the Tilly staff. 
Another problem that must be· 
addr·essed.is the lack of coopera-
tion on the part of the students 
when it comes to bussing their 
owti trays; I .think the students 
who fall into the apow catagory · 
Rhould be responsible and have 
cons1deration for their fellow 
students and the, cafeteria staff 
by cleaning up after themselves. 
Bea's · parting words of wis-
dom were, '"Life . is what you 
make of it ad peopk should take 
others as they are.,. 
Take a minute the next time 
youis,ee Bea to say ''Hi;" 
Peggy Hayes 
Staff Writer 
~ SPRING BREAK RESERVATION SERVICE. 
1
7 nights, 8 days in Ft. 'Lauderdale-Florida;s most popular 
· ~pringbr"*J>ar!\'·fron:i ll~,, ~~µ ~Q,W.-\q·~~s,e~l'9lt!' sun-
. { filled vacation. LUV Tours 800-368-2006. Ask for Annette. 
REGISTRATION FOR FREE RING DRAWING/ $25 DISCOUNT WILL BE TAKEN ON ABOVE DATES 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY I I DRAWING ON FEBRUARY 21AT3:00 WINNERS DEPOSIT WILL BE REFUNDED ! I I \------------------------------------------1 
I Registration Coupon : 
I I 
I I 
~ NAME: .............................................................................................. ..-........................................ * ............ : 
I I 
.,: . ADDRESS: ................................................................................................. ~ ........................................... ~ 
I . I 
: HOME PHONE NO .................................... SCHOOL PHONE NO ........................................ : 
I . I 
L~~_:ind~:n!~~:t~~~~~~~~:~.::1!1~:..~~~~:.~!.9..:..~!...1!.:! __ J· 
TO" BU1 
I can't understand 
Why a boy so young 
Could die at a· time 
That his life had just begun. 
An act, or a writer, a singer toe .. 
He'd make you laugh 
When you felt so blue. 
The tears are here 
And I feel blue now. 
Where's that contagious laugh 
That heartwarming sound? 
The tears come fast 
And at a steady rate. 
I try t'o smile 
But it always escapes-
I'll try to smile for you 
My friend 
I know you'd rather it.. . 
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Black History Month 
Dowdas Benson 
Staff Writer 
Brian: What is the group doing 
and why did I pay· three dona.rs? 
Man, I haven't even heard of 
MASSPIRG before and !'m a 
senior here: Now teil me ... 
Me: Be quiet for a while and 111 
tell you. 
of what is going on around me. 
Outside of this, I have developed 
career and leadership.skills I can 
use in the future. 
Brian: Hey, that's great, Doug. 
I'd love to help. How can I find 
out more. 
VER NO JARRETT 
Wed. Feb. 6, 
7:00 P.M. 
Brian: Sure, go ahelid Do•.ig, but 
vou know rm sk-:.;1itical. 
Me: There will be a meeting on 
Tuesday, February 5 at 11 :00 
a.m. in the Duxbury-Hanover-
Hingliam Room on the 3rd floor 
of the Student Union. 
"CONTEMPORARY BLACK 
POLITICAL TRENDS AS Tickets:$2. 00 
VIEWED HISTORICALLY" Me: Well, the :h: e.::d dollars is used as a se1:· tci:- on the student 
to help PlRG opt rate. 
Brian: Stop, Doug. Now your 
telling me· that I'm . taxing 
myself? 
Brian: I'll be there. 
Me: Thanks! Get some of your 
friends to come, we need them. tudent Union.RSC $3.00Publick 
Me: Well sort of Brian. 
Brian: Now wait, explain to me 
what's going on here because I'm 
not ·going to tax myself. 
Me: Sure, I'll explain. MASS-
PIRG uses the money to help the 
students become active in issues 
that concern them, such as the 
hazardous waste issue. There are 
many landfill sites in the Bridge-
water area that have to be 
Brian is not real, I made him 
up. You. see, Brian is you, the 
person reading this article. The 
name that should be in place of 
Brian's is yours. l wanted Brian 
to see what MASSPIRG was 
really about and Brian became 
concerned. He wants to help. Do 
you? 
An evening of black 




Feb. 7 Student Union Auditorium Stage 
cleaned up becau~ the wakr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
supply could be contaminated. Commentary proposal as "propaganda:", and 
Brian: So, you're telling me that By said the Soviets were "repeating 
the money I give to MASSPIRG Kevin Dwyer things that have not worked 
before." · is used to be concerned about my Staff Writer 
"Radical reductions " in arms 
health? The United States has begun and proposals restricting the use 
Me: That's right. . to engage in arms control talks of force sound very diplomatic. 
Brian: Go on. Doug. I want to with the Soviet Union; mnre It seems as if the ferocious Rus-
find out more and riossibly even substantive dialogue is sche-
sian Bear is becoming a dove. It help. . duled for March!_ These talks . 
Me·. Sure. M ASSPIRG 1•5 a Id b fi . 1 b h makes me suspicious when a mll-cou prove ene icia to ot 
State-\vl.de ctudent run Publi·c 'd S . .f. bl itary superpower noted for total-
., s1 es. enom ven 1a e arms 
J nterest Research Group. d · d h h itarian oppression and military re uchons may re uce t et reat 
located on 19 campuses across of nuclear war and promote an aggression suddenly becomes 
Massachusetts. The issues PIRG f benevolent. Their rhetoric 
atmosphere o peace and calm. reflects hopes of peace, but their 
is fighting for at this moment are That makes me nervous. Other 
forming the Consumer Utilities . . . l d. p 'd actions shpw how shallow and 
citizens, me u mg ·· resi ent unsubstantial their "talk" is. 
Board running a telephone sur- Reagan, who ref erred to the 
V·e, ... T. hi's board would establi'sl•. S · U · . ,, .1 • ,, Currently, the Soviet Union has J ov1et mon as an ev1 empire , 
a con~umer v-./atclldog group tc are constantly cautious of the legions of men and millions of 
dollars invested in their direct gh~ citizens a voice in decisions Russians. Many believe that the 
effecting phone, gas, and electri- Soviets are bent on the world takeover of Afghanistan. Resist-
cal rates. The telepho,ne surve)· d . . d b M ance is strong but insufficient. In 
. h ommation propose Y arx time, Afghanistan will be 
would evaluate Vanous p one and envisioned by Lenin. We another docile Soviet satelite. 
options available to consumers represent the1·r number one 
d t th · format'on to · · state: brick in the iron curtain. In an presen e m 1 · obstacle. 
them to make choosing a phone At the Geneva talks last Poland, a nation directly subser-
svsteln easl.er. Do you have any h S · F . M' . vent to the Soviet Union'!. a mont ~ ov1et ore1gn mister 
0-tn' er ou·esti'ons'I. A d . G k Romari Catholic priest was mur-n re1 romy o expressed a f f 
Br·ian·.Well, yeah. 1 see the need -11. k ,, d' 1 dered by a band o Army o ficers . w1 mgness to 111a e .. ra 1ca 
to help but I don't have a lot of· d · ,, · d' · with orders from "higher up." . re uct1ons m me mm-range 
tl. me· and l do want to get some- d . . 1 'f h U . Though Poland maintains so'." an strategic miss es l t e m- . 
thing out of this for myself so ted States would forego the Stra- call~d independence from the 
that .1 mi'ght b. e better equipped . D f 1 . . . Soviet Union, they employ tac-
f teg1c e ense nittative- tics representative ··of Soviet When I go out to get a 1·ob a ter commonly referred to as 
tyranny and domestic oppres-
college. Reagan's Star Wars Program. sion. And it was also the Soviets 
Me:Well, Brian, you don't/~ve Talk of such kind is unlike Mos- who shot down a passanger air-
to spend a·mega amount 0 time cow. At the opening of the 3S- liner lastyeai-. Their justification 
helping out. I have developed nation European Security was an accusation that the mis-
better Public speaking. skills Con'erence last Tuesday the 
I 
1 
· · • guided jet was on a spy mission. through doing class raps, Soviets proposed a treaty that 0 2 0 became a better Organizational I . . . b ver 0 people died. The wou d commit nations not to e Soviets never apologized. Neve·r. 
planner, I have learned more~ the first to use military force. And now they speak of "non-
about public relations and I have James E. Good by, the US dele- .force" resolutions and of"radical 
become more politically aware gate to the E.S .. C.,-dismissed the reductions" in arms and expect 
Valentine's Day Balloon-a-grams 
Sponsored ·by: The Dorm Council 
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Send that interesting person a wild balloon[ 
to be taken seriously. What is it 
that they want? The world? I 
think so. 
The Soviets say they lag ten 
years behind the U.S. in space 
techniligy, and that an American 
military presence in space -
whether offensive or defensive 
- would upset the delicate bal...: 
ance of power. The Reagan 
Administration, however, has 
consistantly maintained that the 
issue is no a "bargaining chip" to 
be used to secure Soviet conces-
sions. But powerfuLpublic opin-
ion in this country and in 
Western Europe may change the 
Administration's policy. If. the 
Administration abandons its 
Strategic Defense Innitiative, 
the results could be grave. The 
Soviets may be as technologi-
cally deficient as they claim, but 
they won't be forever. Once they 
have the ab.ility to put' military 
· satelites - whether offensive or 
def ~nsive - in space, they will. 
It's foolish to think otherwise. If 
we bargin away our technolgical 
advances - or fail to use them to 
their potential - we could very 
easily find ourselves playing 
catch-up to the Soviets in ten 
years or sooner. Remember 
Sputnik? I, for one, think it dan-
gerous to willingly abandon a 
def~nsive weapons system that 
would neutralize the Soviet 
threat of nuclear force. We must 
approach these forthcoming 
negotiations with honesty and 
integrity, but we must also main~ 
tain objectivity and caution. 
Public opinion is powerful, but 
it's not . always correct. Soviet 
manipulation of the world ' 
audience can be masterful. The 
Reagan Administration must 
take the steps it deems, nec~ssary 
February 7 
before 9:00 $1 
after 9:00 $2 
to reduce the Soviet threat, even 
if it faces the consternation of the 
world audience. 
As President Kennedy once 
said, "We have the capacity to 
make this the best generation in 
the history of mankind or make 
it the last." We must be bold, 
strong and courageous. If an 
arms race in space is inevitable-
which I believe it is-I'd like us. 
to have a head start. The alterna-
tive ... well, I'd rather not con-
sider that. 
The Flower Patch 
4 Broad Street 
~ridgewater, Mass. 
For- Your Valentine! 
Roses $3.50 each 
Plants, Silk flower 
arrangements, Fresh flowers 
for. all occasions 
9 . 6 697 -7777 
